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Recently, Arts and Giesl developed the dependency pair approach which allows auto-
mated termination and innermost termination proofs for many term rewriting systems
(TRSs) for which such proofs were not possible before. The motivation for this approach
was that virtually all previous techniques for automated termination proofs of TRSs
were based on simplification orderings. In practice, however, many rewrite systems are
not simply terminating, i.e. their termination cannot be verified by any simplification
ordering.
In this paper we introduce a refinement of the dependency pair framework which
further extends the class of TRSs for which termination or innermost termination can
be shown automatically. By means of this refinement, one can now prove termination
in a modular way. Thus, this refinement is inevitable in order to verify the termination
of large rewrite systems occurring in practice. To be more precise, one may use several
different orderings in one termination proof.
Subsequently, we present several new modularity results based on dependency pairs.
First, we show that the well-known modularity of simple termination for disjoint unions
can be extended to DP quasi-simple termination, i.e. to the class of rewrite systems
where termination can be shown automatically by the dependency pair technique in
combination with quasi-simplification orderings. Under certain additional conditions,
this new result also holds for constructor-sharing and composable systems. Second, the
above-mentioned refinement of the dependency pair method yields new modularity crite-
ria for innermost termination which extend previous results in this area considerably. In
particular, existing results for modularity of innermost termination can easily be shown
to be direct consequences of our new criteria.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In many applications of term rewriting systems (TRSs), termination is an important
property. A TRS is said to be terminating if it does not allow infinite reductions. Since
termination is, in general, undecidable (Huet and Lankford, 1978), several methods
for proving this property have been developed; for surveys see e.g. Dershowitz (1987),
Steinbach (1995) and Dershowitz and Hoot (1995). Practically all known methods that
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are amenable to automation use simplification orderings (Dershowitz, 1979, 1987; Stein-
bach, 1995; Middeldorp and Zantema, 1997) and in fact, even total orderings (Ferreira
and Zantema, 1994). However, there exist numerous important TRSs for which termina-
tion cannot be proved by this kind of ordering. For that reason, Arts and Giesl (2000)
developed the so-called dependency pair approach. Given a TRS, the dependency pair
technique automatically generates a set of constraints and the existence of a well-founded
(quasi-)ordering satisfying these constraints is sufficient for termination. The advantage
is that standard (automatic) techniques can often synthesize such a well-founded order-
ing even if a direct termination proof with the same techniques fails. In this way, sim-
plification orderings can now be used to prove termination of non-simply terminating
TRSs. Several such systems from different areas of computer science (including many
challenging problems from the literature) can, for instance, be found in Arts and Giesl
(2001) and applications of dependency pairs for realistic industrial problems in the area
of distributed telecommunication processes are discussed in Giesl and Arts (2001). For
an implementation of the dependency pair approach see Arts (2000) or CiME 2 (1999).
Dependency pairs have also been successfully applied in automatic termination proofs of
logic programs, see Ohlebusch et al. (2000) and Ohlebusch (2001).
After introducing required preliminaries on orderings in Section 2, in Section 3 a refine-
ment of the dependency pair technique is presented that allows modular termination
proofs using dependency pairs. In other words, now several well-founded relations may
be used in the termination proof of one TRS. Applying the dependency pair approach
in the proposed modular way cannot complicate the proof, whereas it may allow a suc-
cessful application where the original technique failed. Hence, it is always advantageous,
and often more powerful, to take this modular approach into account.
The above-mentioned notion of modularity is expressed in terms of dependency pairs.
Therefore, it differs slightly from the conventional notion, where a property ϕ of TRSs
(like termination) is called modular if whenever R1 and R2 are TRSs both satisfying ϕ,
then their combined system R1∪R2 also satisfies ϕ. The knowledge that (perhaps under
certain conditions) a property ϕ is modular provides a divide and conquer approach to
establish properties of TRSs. If one wants to know whether a large TRS has a certain
modular property ϕ, then this system can be decomposed into small subsystems and one
merely has to check whether each of these subsystems has property ϕ. This conventional
notion of modularity is inspired by a well-known paradigm in computer science; programs
are developed in small modules that together form the whole program. In practice it is
an enormous benefit if it suffices to prove a property of a module just once, independent
of the context in which the module is used afterwards.
Clearly, this conventional notion of modularity can also be applied successfully in com-
bination with the original dependency pair approach. However, termination and inner-
most termination are not modular properties for arbitrary TRSs. The modular refinement
of the dependency pair approach introduced in Section 3 is applicable to numerous TRSs
that do not belong to one of the restricted classes where conventional modularity results
are applicable.
Toyama (1987) showed that termination is not even modular for disjoint unions,
i.e. combinations of TRSs without common function symbols. So the question is what
restrictions have to be imposed on the constituent TRSs so that their disjoint union
is again terminating. The first results were obtained by investigating the distribution
of collapsing rules and duplicating rules among the TRSs (see Rusinowitch, 1987; Mid-
deldorp, 1989). In Toyama et al. (1995) it is shown that termination is modular for
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confluent and left-linear TRSs. Ever since an abundance of modularity results for disjoint
unions, constructor-sharing systems, composable systems, and hierarchical combinations
has been published (see Middeldorp, 1990; Ohlebusch, 1994a; Gramlich, 1996b, for an
overview).
Most of the modularity results are often not applicable in practice. For example, col-
lapsing and duplicating rules occur naturally in most TRSs. In contrast to this, since most
standard methods for automated termination proofs are based on synthesizing simplifica-
tion orderings, the result of Kurihara and Ohuchi (1992) for constructor-sharing systems
is of practical relevance. They showed that the constructor-sharing combination of finite
simply terminating TRSs is again simply terminating. Their result was extended to com-
posable systems (Ohlebusch, 1995) and to certain hierarchical combinations (Krishna
Rao, 1994). Moreover, all these results also hold for infinite TRSs (see Middeldorp and
Zantema, 1997).
Thus, if one has a method to prove simple termination of a TRS, then one can use this
method in a modular way for the above-mentioned classes of TRSs, whereas an arbitrary
method for proving termination cannot be used in this way. However, simple termina-
tion is a considerably restricted form of termination. As indicated above, the reason for
the development of the dependency pair approach was that there are numerous relevant
TRSs for which simplification orderings fail in proving termination. Thus, now TRSs for
which automated termination proofs are (potentially) feasible are no longer just simply
terminating systems, but DP (quasi-)simply terminating systems, i.e. systems whose ter-
mination can be verified by using (quasi-)simplification orderings in combination with
dependency pairs. Hence, a natural question is whether the current state of the art of
modularity can be refined as well by extending the conventional modularity results from
simple to DP (quasi-)simple termination. In Section 4 we show that this is indeed possi-
ble. Thus, the number of TRSs for which termination can be proved in a modular way is
extended significantly. The practical consequence of this result is that if one has proved
termination of a TRS using the dependency pair approach, then adding a TRS and prov-
ing termination of the new combination reduces to no more than proving termination of
the added TRS with the dependency pair technique.
Subsequently, we consider innermost termination, i.e. the requirement that all reduc-
tions where only innermost redexes are rewritten are finite. We develop a modular tech-
nique for innermost termination proofs using dependency pairs in Section 5.
The known modularity results for innermost termination are less restrictive than those
for termination. Innermost termination is modular for disjoint unions and for TRSs with
shared constructors (Gramlich, 1995), for composable constructor systems (Middeldorp
and Toyama, 1993), for composable TRSs (Ohlebusch, 1995), and for proper extensions
(Krishna Rao, 1995), which are special hierarchical combinations. As innermost termi-
nation implies termination for several classes of TRSs (Gramlich, 1995, 1996a), these
results can also be used for termination proofs of such systems. For example, this holds
for locally confluent overlay systems (and, in particular, for non-overlapping TRSs).
In Section 6 we show that the modular dependency pair approach leads to new mod-
ularity criteria for innermost termination (which can also be used independently of the
dependency pair technique). Moreover, we demonstrate that in our framework the known
modularity results for innermost termination of composable TRSs and proper extensions
are obtained as easy consequences.
Preliminary versions of parts of this paper appeared in Arts and Giesl (1998) and Giesl
and Ohlebusch (2000).
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2. Preliminaries on Orderings
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions of term rewriting. For an
introduction to term rewriting see e.g. Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990), Klop (1992)
and Baader and Nipkow (1998). We restrict ourselves to finite signatures containing at
least one constant (i.e. we assume that there exist ground terms) and to TRSs with
finitely many rules. In the following we introduce the background material on orderings
which is relevant to this paper. A rewrite ordering  over a set of terms T (F ,V) is
an ordering (i.e. an irreflexive and transitive relation) that is (strongly) monotonic (i.e.
s  t implies f(. . . s . . .)  f(. . . t . . .) for all function symbols f ∈ F) and closed under
substitutions (i.e. s  t implies sσ  tσ for all substitutions σ). A simplification ordering
is a rewrite ordering having the subterm property (i.e. f(. . . x . . .)  x for all f ∈ F). It
is a well-known consequence of Kruskal’s theorem that every simplification ordering over
T (F ,V) is well founded provided that F is finite.† It is also well known that simplification
orderings satisfy the following property.
Lemma 2.1. (Variables in Inequalities for Simplification Orderings) Let  be
a simplification ordering. If s  t, then Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) and s /∈ V.
A TRS R over a finite signature F is called simply terminating if its termination can
be proven by a simplification ordering. This is equivalent to the statement that the TRS
R∪ Emb(F) is terminating, where
Emb(F) = {f(x1, . . . , xn)→ xi | f ∈ F , f is n-ary, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
is the set of embedding rules.
A quasi-rewrite ordering % over a set of terms T (F ,V) is a quasi-ordering (i.e. a reflex-
ive and transitive relation) that is (weakly) monotonic (i.e. s % t implies f(. . . s . . .) %
f(. . . t . . .) for all f ∈ F) and closed under substitutions.
In the dependency pair method a set of inequalities is generated from a TRS R. To
prove termination of R, one has to show that these inequalities are satisfied by some pair
(%, ) consisting of a quasi-rewrite ordering % and an ordering  with the properties
•  is closed under substitutions and well founded
• % ◦ ⊆ or  ◦ %⊆.
(Note that  need not be monotonic.) Such a pair is called a reduction pair (Kusakari
et al., 1999). Given a quasi-rewrite ordering %, a natural candidate for the corresponding
ordering  is the strict relation s defined by t s u if and only if t % u and u 6% t.
Unfortunately, s is in general not closed under substitutions (see below). Therefore,
to determine suitable reduction pairs automatically, one usually chooses  to be the
so-called stable-strict relation ss corresponding to the quasi-rewrite ordering %. We
have t ss u if and only if tσ s uσ holds for all ground substitutions σ, where a ground
substitution is a substitution mapping all variables to ground terms. In other words, for
all those substitutions σ we must have tσ % uσ and uσ 6% tσ.
For instance, many useful quasi-orderings are constructed by using mappings |.| from
the set of ground terms to a well-founded set like the natural numbers N, (cf. e.g. Lank-
ford, 1979, “polynomial orderings”). Then % is defined as t % u if and only if |tσ| ≥N |uσ|
†For details on infinite signatures see Middeldorp and Zantema (1997).
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holds for all ground substitutions σ. A natural way to define a corresponding irreflexive
ordering  is to let t  u hold if and only if |tσ| >N |uσ| for all ground substitutions σ.
However, now  is not the corresponding strict relation, but the stable-strict relation cor-
responding to %. Thus, the irreflexive relation intuitively associated with a quasi-ordering
is often the stable-strict one instead of the strict one. In particular, if the quasi-ordering
% is stable (i.e. closed under substitutions), then the corresponding stable-strict relation
ss is closed under substitutions too, whereas this is not necessarily true for the strict
relation s.
For example, if |0| = 0, |s(t)| = |t| + 1, and |f(t)| = 2|t| for all ground terms t, then
we have f(x) % x and x 6% f(x). Hence, this implies f(x) s x. However, s is not closed
under substitutions because f(0) s 0 does not hold. This example also demonstrates
that in general s⊆ss is not true because for the stable-strict relation ss we have
f(x) ss x.
Moreover, in general ss⊆% does not hold either (hence, ss⊆s is false, too). If
R is the TRS containing only the rule f(0) → 0 and % is defined as →∗R, then we have
f(x) ss x, but f(x) 6% x.
The following lemma states some straightforward properties of stable-strict relations.
Lemma 2.2. (Properties of Stable-Strict Relations) Let % be a quasi-ordering
that is closed under substitutions. Then we have
(i) ss is irreflexive
(ii) ss is transitive
(iii) ss is closed under substitutions
(iv) if % is total, then ss⊆s
(v) if s is closed under substitutions, then s⊆ss
(vi) if s is well founded, then ss is well founded, too
(vii) s % t ss u implies s ss u
(viii) s ss t % u implies s ss u
(ix) if % is a quasi-rewrite ordering and s is well founded, then (%,ss) is a reduction
pair.
Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) follow from the reflexivity and the transitivity of
%. Statements (iii), (iv), and (v) are direct consequences of the definition. For (vi),
every potential infinite descending sequence t0 ss t1 ss . . . would result in an infinite
descending sequence t0σ s t1σ s . . .. Statements (vii) and (viii) follow from the
transitivity and stability of %. Statement (ix) follows from (i), (ii), (iii), (vi) and (vii)
(or (viii)). 2
In this paper,  always denotes an arbitrary ordering such that (%,) forms a reduc-
tion pair. As shown in Lemma 2.2 (ix), one possibility is to choose  to be the stable-strict
relation corresponding to the quasi-rewrite relation % (provided that it is well founded).
Lemma 2.2 (v) indicates that this choice is at least as powerful as choosing  to be the
strict relation corresponding to %.
A quasi-simplification ordering (QSO) is a quasi-rewrite ordering % which has the
(weak) subterm property (i.e. f(. . . x . . .) % x for all f ∈ F). Kruskal’s theorem implies
that every quasi-simplification ordering over T (F ,V) is well founded (more precisely, the
corresponding (stable-)strict relation is well founded) provided that F is finite. Reduction
pairs with quasi-simplification orderings satisfy a property analogous to Lemma 2.1.
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Lemma 2.3. (Variables in Strict Inequalities) Let % be a QSO and let (%,) be
a reduction pair. If s  t, then Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) and s /∈ V.
Proof. Assume that there is a variable x ∈ Var(t)\Var(s). Then t = C[x] for some
context C. With σ = {x 7→ s} it follows that s = sσ  tσ = C[s]. Since C[s] % s
according to the subterm property, we obtain s  C[s] % s. This is a contradiction to
the well-foundedness of . Thus Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) holds. The proof of s /∈ V is just as
straightforward. 2
A similar property even holds for non-strict inequalities.
Lemma 2.4. (Variables in Non-strict Inequalities) Let % be a QSO and let
(%,) be a reduction pair such that s′  t′ for some terms s′, t′, where Var(t′) 6= ∅.
If s % t, then Var(t) ⊆ Var(s).
Proof. First of all, s′  t′ implies Var(t′) ⊆ Var(s′) according to Lemma 2.3. Without
loss of generality, we assume that s and t are renamed such that they have no variables
in common with s′ or t′. We show Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) indirectly. Suppose that there is a
variable y ∈ Var(t)\Var(s). Since Var(t′) 6= ∅, there is a variable x ∈ Var(t′) ⊆ Var(s′).
Let σ = {x 7→ s} and σ′ = {x 7→ t{y 7→ s′σ}}. We have (a) s′σ  t′σ because s′  t′
and  is closed under substitutions, (b) t′σ % t′σ′ because s % t and % is weakly
monotonic, and (c) t′σ′ % xσ′ % s′σ because % has the weak subterm property and % is
closed under substitutions. In summary, s′σ  t′σ % t′σ′ % s′σ is a contradiction to the
well-foundedness of . 2
Examples of simplification orderings and QSOs include path orderings like the lexico-
graphic path ordering (LPO; Kamin and Le´vy, 1980), the recursive path ordering (RPO;
Dershowitz, 1987; Ferreira, 1995; Steinbach, 1995), the Knuth–Bendix ordering (KBO;
Knuth and Bendix, 1970; Dick et al., 1990; Korovin and Voronkov, 2001), etc. Polynomial
orderings, however, are not QSOs in general. For instance, if the constant 0 is associated
with the number 0, s(x) is associated with x+1, and f(x, y) is associated with the multi-
plication of x and y, then this polynomial ordering does not satisfy the subterm property
(for example, f(s(0), 0) % s(0) does not hold). However, the following lemma shows that
if the polynomial ordering respects some restrictions, then it is indeed a QSO.
Lemma 2.5. (PolynomialOrderings asQSOs) Let% be a polynomial ordering where
every function symbol is associated with a polynomial containing only non-negative coef-
ficients.
• If every function symbol f(x1, . . . , xn) is associated with a polynomial which con-
tains a (non-mixed) monomial of the form mixkii (with mi, ki ≥ 1) for every
i = 1, . . . , n, then % is a QSO.
• If every function symbol f(x1, . . . , xn) is associated with a polynomial containing
all variables x1, . . . , xn and if every constant is associated with a number > 0, then
% is a QSO.
Proof. Straightforward. 2
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In fact, the conditions in Lemma 2.5 also entail (strong) monotonicity of the strict and
stable-strict relations corresponding to the polynomial ordering.
3. Modular Termination Proofs with Dependency Pairs
Arts and Giesl (2000) introduced the dependency pair technique to prove the termina-
tion of TRSs automatically. In this section we briefly recapitulate its basic concepts and
present a new modular approach for automated termination proofs. We first introduce
a modular termination criterion in Section 3.1 and develop an approach to check this
criterion automatically in Section 3.2.
3.1. a modular termination criterion
In the following we describe the notions relevant to the dependency pair method. For
motivations and further refinements see Arts and Giesl (2000). We adopt the notation of
Giesl and Middeldorp (2000) and Kusakari et al. (1999). The root of a term f(. . .) is the
leading function symbol f . For a TRS R over a signature F , D = {root(l)|l → r ∈ R}
is the set of the defined symbols and C = F \ D is the set of constructors of R. Let
F ] denote the union of the signature F and {f ] | f is a defined symbol of R}, where
f ] has the same arity as f . The functions f ] are called tuple symbols. Given a term
t = f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T (F ,V) with f defined, we write t] for the term t = f ](t1, . . . , tn).
If l → r ∈ R and t is a subterm of r with defined root symbol, then the rewrite rule
l] → t] is called a dependency pair of R. The set of all dependency pairs of R is denoted
by DP(R). We often write F for f ], etc.
For example, consider the following TRS with the constructors s and c and the defined
symbol f:
f(x, c(y))→ f(x, s(f(y, y)))
f(s(x), y)→ f(x, s(c(y))).
Note that this TRS is not simply terminating as f(x, c(s(x))) can be reduced to the term
f(x, s(f(x, s(c(s(x)))))) in which it is embedded. The TRS has the following dependency
pairs:
F(x, c(y))→ F(x, s(f(y, y))) (1)
F(x, c(y))→ F(y, y) (2)
F(s(x), y)→ F(x, s(c(y))). (3)
A sequence of dependency pairs s1 → t1, s2 → t2, . . . is an R-chain if there exists a
substitution σ such that tjσ →∗R sj+1σ holds for every two consecutive pairs sj → tj
and sj+1 → tj+1 in the sequence. We always assume that different (occurrences of)
dependency pairs have disjoint sets of variables and we always consider substitutions
whose domains may be infinite. In the case R is clear from the context we often write
chain instead of R-chain. Hence, in our example we have the chain
F(x1, c(y1))→ F(y1, y1), F(x2, c(y2))→ F(y2, y2), F(x3, c(y3))→ F(y3, y3),
as F(y1, y1)σ →∗R F(x2, c(y2))σ and F(y2, y2)σ →∗R F(x3, c(y3))σ hold for the substitution
σ = {y1 7→ c(c(y3)), x2 7→ c(c(y3)), y2 7→ c(y3), x3 7→ c(y3)}. In fact any finite sequence
of the dependency pair (2) is a chain. As proved by Arts and Giesl (2000), the absence
of infinite chains is a sufficient and necessary criterion for termination.
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Theorem 3.1. (Termination Criterion) A TRS R is terminating if and only if
there exists no infinite R-chain.
Some dependency pairs can never occur twice in any chain and hence they need not be
considered when proving that no infinite chain exists. For identifying these insignificant
dependency pairs, the notion of dependency graph has been introduced by Arts and Giesl
(2000).
Definition 3.2. (Dependency Graph) The dependency graph of a TRS R is the
directed graph whose nodes are the dependency pairs and there is an arc from s→ t to
v → w iff s→ t, v → w is a chain.
The dependency graph for our example is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Dependency graph.
A non-empty set P of dependency pairs is called a cycle if for any two pairs s → t
and v → w in P there is a non-empty path from s → t to v → w which only traverses
pairs from P. Thus, in the example above there are two cycles, viz. {(2)} and {(3)}.
Since we restrict ourselves to finite TRSs, obviously any infinite chain corresponds to a
cycle. Hence, the dependency pairs that are not on a cycle in the dependency graph are
insignificant for the termination proof. In other words, in our example we may disregard
the dependency pair (1).
Now we come to our first modularity result, stating that one can prove termination of
a TRS in a modular way, because absence of infinite chains can be proved separately for
every cycle.
Theorem 3.3. (Modular Termination Criterion) A TRS R is terminating if and
only if for each cycle P in the dependency graph there exists no infinite R-chain of
dependency pairs from P.
Proof. The only-if direction is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. For the other
direction, suppose thatR is not terminating. Then by Theorem 3.1 there exists an infinite
R-chain. As we only regard finite TRSs R, there are only finitely many dependency pairs
and hence, one dependency pair occurs infinitely many times in the chain (up to renaming
of the variables). Thus, the infinite chain has the form
. . . , sρ1 → tρ1, . . . , sρ2 → tρ2, . . . , sρ3 → tρ3, . . . ,
where ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, . . . are renamings. Hence, the tail sρ1 → tρ1, . . . , sρ2 → tρ2, . . . is an
infinite R-chain which consists of dependency pairs from one cycle in the dependency
graph only. 2
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According to the above theorem, in our example we can separate the proof that there
is no infinite chain consisting of the dependency pair {(2)} from the corresponding proof
for the dependency pair {(3)}.
One should remark that for the soundness of this theorem one indeed has to regard all
cycles, not just the minimal ones (i.e. not just those cycles which contain no other cycles
as proper subsets). For a counterexample to illustrate this fact see Giesl and Arts (2001,
p. 50).
Note that in standard graph terminology, a path v0 ⇒ v1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ vk in a directed
graph forms a cycle if v0 = vk and k ≥ 1. In our context we identify cycles with the set of
elements that occur in it, i.e. we call {v0, v1, . . . , vk−1} a cycle. Since a set never contains
multiple occurrences of an element, this results in several cycling paths being identified
with the same set. Moreover, for a finite TRS we only have finitely many cycles, since
the number of dependency pairs is finite, too.
3.2. checking the modular termination criterion automatically
For an automatic approach the definition of a dependency graph is impractical, since it
is, in general, undecidable whether two dependency pairs form a chain. However, in order
to obtain a sound technique for termination proofs, we can safely use any approximation
of the dependency graph that preserves all its cycles. To estimate which dependency pairs
may occur consecutively, the estimated dependency graph has been introduced, cf. Arts
and Giesl (2000). Let cap(t) result from replacing all subterms of t that have a defined
root symbol by different fresh variables and let ren(t) result from replacing all variables
in t by different fresh variables. Then, to determine whether v → w can follow s → t in
a chain, we check whether ren(cap(t)) unifies with v. So we have ren(cap(F(y, y))) =
ren(F(y, y)) = F(y1, y2) and ren(cap(F(x, s(f(y, y))))) = ren(F(x, s(z))) = F(x1, s(z1)).
Hence, (1) can never follow itself in a chain, because F(x1, s(z1)) does not unify with
F(x, c(y)).
Definition 3.4. (EstimatedDependency Graph) The estimated dependency graph
of a TRS R is the directed graph whose nodes are the dependency pairs and there is an
arc from s→ t to v → w iff ren(cap(t)) and v are unifiable.
In our example, the estimated dependency graph is the same as the dependency graph
given in Figure 1. For an automation of the modular criterion of Theorem 3.3, we use this
estimated dependency graph. Indeed, Theorem 3.3 also holds for the estimated depen-
dency graph instead of the dependency graph, because all dependency pairs on a cycle
in the dependency graph are also on a cycle in its estimation. The only-if direction of
Theorem 3.3 holds anyway regardless of the estimation used, since whenever a TRS is
terminating, there is no infinite chain (Theorem 3.1).
To check the criterion of Theorem 3.3 automatically, for each cycle P, we generate a
set of inequalities such that the existence of reduction pairs (%P ,P) satisfying these
inequalities is sufficient for the absence of infinite chains. For that purpose we have to
ensure that the dependency pairs from P are decreasing w.r.t. %P . More precisely, for
any sequence of dependency pairs s1 → t1, s2 → t2, s3 → t3 . . . from P and for any
substitution σ with tjσ →∗R sj+1σ (for all j) we demand
s1σ %P t1σ %P s2σ %P t2σ %P s3σ %P t3σ %P . . . ,
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and for at least one s → t in P we demand the strict inequality sσ P tσ. Then there
exists no chain of dependency pairs from P which traverses all dependency pairs in P
infinitely many times.
Since %P is closed under substitutions and weakly monotonic, to guarantee tjσ %P
sj+1σ whenever tjσ →∗R sj+1σ holds, it is sufficient to demand l %P r for all rules l→ r
of the TRS. Moreover, sj %P tj and sj P tj ensure sjσ %P tjσ and sjσ P tjσ,
respectively, for all substitutions σ.
Because rewrite rules and dependency pairs are just pairs of terms, we write R ∪ P ⊆
%P as a shorthand for l %P r for every rewrite rule l → r in R and every dependency
pair l → r from P. Moreover, P ∩ P 6= ∅ denotes that l P r holds for at least one
dependency pair l→ r from P.
Theorem 3.5. (Modular Termination Proofs) A TRS R is terminating if and
only if for each cycle P in the (estimated) dependency graph there is a reduction pair
(%P ,P) such that
(a) R∪ P ⊆%P and
(b) P ∩ P 6= ∅.
Proof. For the if direction, suppose that there exists an infinite R-chain of dependency
pairs from a cycle P. Without loss of generality let P be such that for all proper subcycles
P ′ of P, there is no infinite chain of dependency pairs from P ′.
For one dependency pair s → t in P we have the strict inequality s P t. Due to
the minimality of P, s → t occurs infinitely many times in the chain (up to variable
renaming), i.e. the chain has the form
v1,1 → w1,1, . . . , v1,n1 → w1,n1 , sρ1 → tρ1, v2,1 → w2,1, . . . , v2,n2 → w2,n2 , sρ2 → tρ2, . . . ,
where ρ1, ρ2, . . . are renamings. Hence, there exists a substitution σ such that wi,jσ →∗R
vi,j+1σ, wi,niσ →∗R sρiσ, and tρiσ →∗R vi+1,1σ. As l %P r holds for all rules of R and
as %P is weakly monotonic and closed under substitutions, we have→∗R⊆%P . Moreover,
all dependency pairs from P are weakly decreasing. Thus, we obtain
v1,1σ %P w1,1σ %P . . . v1,n1σ %P w1,n1σ %P sρ1σ P tρ1σ %P
v2,1σ %P w2,1σ %P . . . v2,n2σ %P w2,n2σ %P sρ2σ P tρ2σ %P . . . .
But this is a contradiction to the well-foundedness of P . Hence, no infinite chain of
dependency pairs from P exists and by Theorem 3.3, R is terminating.
For the only-if direction we refer to Arts and Giesl (2000, Theorem 7), where it is shown
that termination of R even implies termination of R∪DP(R). A simple alternative proof
for this statement using typing can be found in Middeldorp and Ohsaki (2000). 2
We already mentioned that for Theorem 3.3 (and hence, also for the above theorem)
considering just the minimal cycles would be unsound. In fact, for Theorem 3.5 it would
also be unsound just to consider maximal cycles (i.e. those cycles which are not contained
in any other cycle). The problem is that it is not sufficient if just one dependency pair of
each maximal cycle is strictly decreasing. For a counterexample to illustrate this fact see
Giesl and Arts (2001, p. 51). Thus, it is crucial to consider all cycles P for Theorem 3.5.
With the above theorem, termination of our example can easily be proved automati-
cally (where for an automation of Theorem 3.5 we again use the estimated dependency
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graph instead of the (real) dependency graph). After computing the graph in Figure 1,
two reduction pairs (%1,1), (%2,2) have to be generated which satisfy
f(x, c(y)) %1 f(x, s(f(y, y))) (4)
f(s(x), y) %1 f(x, s(c(y))) (5)
F(x, c(y)) 1 F(y, y) (6)
f(x, c(y)) %2 f(x, s(f(y, y))) (7)
f(s(x), y) %2 f(x, s(c(y))) (8)
F(s(x), y) 2 F(x, s(c(y))). (9)
Of course, our aim is to use standard techniques to obtain suitable reduction pairs satis-
fying the constraints of Theorem 3.5. However, most existing methods generate orderings
which are strongly monotonic, whereas for the dependency pair approach we only need a
weakly monotonic quasi-ordering. For that reason, before synthesizing a suitable order-
ing, some of the arguments of the function symbols can be eliminated, cf. Arts and Giesl
(2000). For instance, in the inequalities (4)–(6) one may eliminate the second argument
of the function symbol f. Then every term f(s, t) in the inequalities is replaced by f(s)
(where f is a new unary function symbol). So instead of (4) we obtain the inequality
f(x) %1 f(x). By comparing the terms resulting from this replacement (instead of the
original terms) we can take advantage of the fact that f does not have to be strongly
monotonic in its second argument. Now the inequalities resulting from (4) to (6) are sat-
isfied by LPO where subterms are compared right-to-left (i.e. %1 is chosen to be %LPO
and 1 is chosen to be the (stable-)strict relation LPO). For the inequalities (7)–(9) we
again delete the second argument of f. Then these inequalities are also satisfied by LPO
(with the precedence F > s, F > c), but this time subterms are compared left-to-right.
Hence, termination of the TRS under consideration is proved. Note that this TRS is not
simply terminating. So in the dependency pair approach, simplification orderings like
LPO can be used to prove termination of TRSs for which their direct application would
fail.
Apart from eliminating arguments of function symbols, another possibility is to replace
functions by one of their arguments. So instead of deleting the second argument of f, one
could also replace all terms f(s, t) by f’s first argument s. Then the resulting inequalities
are again satisfied by LPO. To perform this elimination of arguments resp. of function
symbols the concept of argument filtering was introduced by Arts and Giesl (2000) (here
we use the notation of Kusakari et al. (1999)).
Definition 3.6. (Argument Filtering) An argument filtering for a signature F is
a mapping pi that associates with every n-ary function symbol an argument position
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} or a (possibly empty) list [i1, . . . , im] of argument positions with 1 ≤
i1 < · · · < im ≤ n. The signature Fpi consists of all function symbols f such that
pi(f) = [i1, . . . , im], where in Fpi the arity of f is m. Every argument filtering pi induces
a mapping from T (F ,V) to T (Fpi,V), also denoted by pi, which is defined as:
pi(t) =

t if t is a variable,
pi(ti) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and pi(f) = i,
f(pi(ti1), . . . , pi(tim)) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and pi(f) = [i1, . . . , im].
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As proved by Arts and Giesl (2000), in order to find a reduction pair satisfying a par-
ticular set of inequalities, one may first apply an argument filtering for the signature F ]
to the terms in the inequalities. Subsequently, one only has to find a reduction pair that
satisfies these modified inequalities. In the following, for any set of rules or pairs R and
any argument filtering pi let
pi(R) = {pi(l)→ pi(r) | l→ r ∈ R and pi(l) 6= pi(r)}.
Criterion 3.7. (Modular Automated Termination Criterion) A TRS R over
a signature F is terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the (estimated) dependency
graph there is an argument filtering piP for F ] and a reduction pair (%P ,P) such that
(a) piP(R∪ P) ⊆%P and
(b) piP(P)∩ P 6= ∅.
Note that there exist only finitely many possibilities for the choice of such argument fil-
terings. Therefore in principle, all these possibilities can be checked automatically. Hence,
by combining the generation of a suitable argument filtering with well-known automatic
techniques for the synthesis of (strongly monotonic) simplification orderings, now the
search for a weakly monotonic ordering satisfying the constraints can be automated.
As mentioned before, in a reduction pair (%,) one usually chooses  to be the stable-
strict relation corresponding to the quasi-ordering %. By using the estimated dependency
graph, this results in a fully automatic termination proof of our TRS, whereas a direct
termination proof with simplification orderings was not possible. So Criterion 3.7 allows
us to use different quasi-orderings resp. reduction pairs to prove the absence of chains
for different cycles. In our example this is essential, because there exists no reduction
pair with a quasi-simplification ordering satisfying all inequalities (4)–(9) (not even after
elimination of arguments). The reason is that (9) and (6) entail
F(s(x), s(x)) 2 F(x, s(c(s(x))))→Emb(F]) F(x, c(s(x))) 1 F(s(x), s(x)).
Hence, without our modularity result, an automated termination proof with the depen-
dency pair approach fails.
In order to synthesize suitable reduction pairs, the argument filterings should be chosen
in a way such that for all resulting inequalities the variables in the right-hand side also
occur in the left-hand side. Then the resulting inequalities could be transformed into a
TRS as well and for proving termination of the original TRS it would be sufficient to
prove termination of the transformed TRSs for all cycles.
Criterion 3.8. (Termination Criterion by Transformation) A TRS R over a
signature F is terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the (estimated) dependency
graph there is an argument filtering piP for F ] such that piP(P∪R) is a terminating TRS
and such that piP(P) 6= ∅.
This criterion is sufficient for termination, since one may choose (→∗piP(R∪P),→+piP(P))
as the reduction pairs in Criterion 3.7. It is also necessary for termination, because due
to Arts and Giesl (2000, Theorem 7), termination of R implies termination of all R∪P
(and hence, of piP(R ∪ P), if piP(f) = [1, . . . , n] for every f ∈ F with arity n, i.e. if piP
does not filter any arguments).
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4. Modularity Results for DP (Quasi-)Simple Termination
The modularity as proposed in Criteria 3.7 and 3.8 could be seen as rather method-
specific. The more conventional approach of dividing the termination proof into parts is
to split the TRS into subsystems and to prove termination of the subsystems separately.
This, however, only works for very specific classes of TRSs. The two-rule TRS of our
example can only be split in one way and no conventional modularity results exist that
justify this partitioning.
The advantage of this conventional notion of modularity is that TRSs that have been
proved terminating do not have to be reconsidered after combining them with other TRSs
of this kind. Thus, termination proofs never have to be redone for these combinations.
Therefore, results which guarantee that termination of subsystems suffices for termination
of the whole TRS are of practical interest. Based on the approach of the previous section,
in this section we develop such results for the case where we use the dependency pair
approach for proving termination.
More precisely, we extend the existing modularity results for simple termination to DP
(quasi)-simple termination. The latter notion is formally defined in Section 4.2. Basically,
a TRS is DP (quasi-)simply terminating if the constraints of Criterion 3.7 are satisfied
by a suitable (quasi-)simplification ordering or if simple termination can be proved for
all TRSs constructed by the transformation of Criterion 3.8, respectively.
First we briefly recall the basic notions and notations for the combination of TRSs
in Section 4.1. In Section 4.3 we show that DP quasi-simple termination is modular
for disjoint unions. Section 4.4 contains similar results about constructor-sharing and
composable TRSs.
4.1. basic notions of the union of term rewriting systems
Let R1 and R2 be TRSs over the signatures F1 and F2, respectively. Their combined
system is the union R = R1 ∪ R2 over the signature F = F1 ∪ F2. Its set of defined
symbols is D = D1 ∪ D2 and its set of constructors is C = F \ D, where Di(Ci) denotes
the defined symbols (constructors) in Ri.
(1) R1 and R2 are disjoint if F1 ∩ F2 = ∅.
(2) R1 and R2 are constructor-sharing if F1 ∩ F2 = C1 ∩ C2(⊆ C).
(3) R1 and R2 are composable if C1 ∩ D2 = D1 ∩ C2 = ∅ and both systems contain
all rewrite rules that define a defined symbol whenever that symbol is shared:
{l→ r ∈ R|root(l) ∈ D1 ∩ D2} ⊆ R1 ∩R2.
(4) R1 and R2 form a hierarchical combination if D1 ∩ D2 = C1 ∩ D2 = ∅. So defined
symbols of R1 may occur as constructors in R2, but not vice versa.
We introduce some basic notions that are helpful when reasoning about disjoint unions.
Let 2 /∈ F1 ∪ F2 be a special constant. A context C is a term in T (F1 ∪ F2 ∪ {2},V)
and C[t1, . . . , tn] is the result of replacing from left to right the n ≥ 0 occurrences
of 2 with t1, . . . , tn. We write t = C[[t1, . . . , tn]] if C ∈ T (Fi ∪ {2},V), C 6= 2, and
root(t1), . . . , root(tn) ∈ F3−i for some i ∈ {1, 2}. In this case, the tj are the aliens of t
and C is the topmost Fi-homogeneous part of t, denoted by topi(t) (whereas top3−i(t)
is 2). This definition is similar to the definition of cap where the role of the defined
symbols and the constructors are replaced by F1 and F2. Note, however, that we now
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use the more standard 2 symbol instead of a fresh variable to replace the subterms. So,
for example, if R1 consists of the following two rules
f(0, 1, x)→ f(s(x), x, x) (10)
f(x, y, s(z))→ s(f(0, 1, z)), (11)
and R2 contains the rules
g(x, y)→ x (12)
g(x, y)→ y, (13)
then R1 and R2 are disjoint and a term like f(g(0, 0), x, g(y, y)) can be written as
C[[g(0, 0), g(y, y)]], where C is f(2, x,2). Thus top1(f(g(0, 0), x, g(y, y))) = f(2, x,2)
and top2(f(g(0, 0), x, g(y, y))) = 2.
Moreover, for any term t its rank is the maximal number of alternating function sym-
bols (from F1 and F2, respectively) in any path through the term, i.e.
rank(t) = 1 +max{rank(tj)|1 ≤ j ≤ n} where t = C[[t1, . . . , tn]]
and max ∅ = 0. So, for example, we have rank(f(g(0, 0), x, g(y, y))) = 3. Our modularity
results crucially depend on the well-known fact that s →R1∪R2 t implies rank(s) ≥
rank(t).
A rewrite step s→R1∪R2 t is destructive at level 1 if root(s) ∈ Fi and root(t) ∈ F3−i
for some i ∈ {1, 2}. A reduction step s→R1∪R2 t is destructive at level m+ 1 (for some
m ≥ 1) if s = C[[s1, . . . , sj , . . . , sn]] →R1∪R2 C[s1, . . . , tj , . . . , sn] = t with sj →R1∪R2 tj
destructive at level m. Obviously, if a rewrite step is destructive, then the rewrite rule
applied is collapsing, i.e. the right-hand side of the rule is a variable. For example, the
rewrite step f(g(0, 0), x, g(y, y))→ f(0, x, g(y, y)) is destructive at level 2.
4.2. dp (quasi)-simple termination
Most methods for finding well-founded orderings search for total orderings. However,
we concentrate on simplification orderings or quasi-simplification orderings (Dershowitz,
1987; Steinbach, 1995; Middeldorp and Zantema, 1997) because all TRSs that are totally
terminating have been shown to be simply terminating (Zantema, 1994) and because sim-
ple termination has a nice modular behaviour, whereas modularity of total termination
is still an open problem.
Now we formally define the notion of DP quasi-simple termination which results from
restricting ourselves to QSOs when using the dependency pair approach (i.e. when using
Criterion 3.7). The motivation for this notion is that it contains all TRSs where termina-
tion can be proved automatically in the following way: first, the constraints described in
Theorem 3.5 are generated using the estimated dependency graph, which can be deter-
mined mechanically. Then an argument filtering is applied to eliminate arguments of
function symbols (or to replace functions by their arguments) as in Criterion 3.7, and
finally a standard technique is used to generate a QSO % such that a reduction pair (%,)
satisfies the resulting constraints. For example,  can be chosen to be the stable-strict
relation corresponding to %.
Definition 4.1. (DP quasi-simple termination) A TRS R over a signature F is
called DP quasi-simply terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the estimated
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dependency graph there exists an argument filtering piP for F ] and a reduction pair
(%P ,P) with a QSO %P such that
(a) piP(R∪ P) ⊆%P and
(b) piP(P)∩ P 6= ∅.
Definition 4.1 captures the TRSs for which an automated termination proof using
dependency pairs with the estimated dependency graph† is potentially feasible (since
virtually all quasi-orderings that can be generated are QSOs). In fact, there are numer-
ous DP quasi-simply terminating TRSs which are not simply terminating; cf. e.g. the
collection by Arts and Giesl (2001). This observation motivated the development of the
dependency pair approach and it also motivated the work of the present section, as
our aim is to extend well-known modularity results for simple termination to DP quasi-
simple termination. For instance, the TRS from Section 3 is obviously DP quasi-simply
terminating, because the resulting constraints are satisfied by LPO (which is a quasi-
simplification ordering). Similarly, for the TRS R1 = {(10), (11)} from Section 4.1 we
obtain the following dependency pairs
F(0, 1, x)→ F(s(x), x, x) (14)
F(x, y, s(z))→ F(0, 1, z). (15)
Our estimation technique determines that the first dependency pair (14) can never follow
itself in a chain, because F(s(x1), x2, x3)σ →∗R1 F(0, 1, x4)σ does not hold for any substi-
tution σ. So in our example, the estimated dependency graph contains an arc from (14)
to (15) and arcs from (15) to (14) and to itself. Thus, the only cycles in our example
are {(15)} and {(14), (15)}. Hence, according to Theorem 3.5, to prove the absence of
infinite chains from the cycle {(15)} we have to find a reduction pair satisfying
f(0, 1, x) % f(s(x), x, x)
f(x, y, s(z)) % s(f(0, 1, z))
F(x, y, s(z))  F(0, 1, z).
By using the argument filtering that maps f to its third argument, these constraints
are satisfied by RPO with the precedence s > 0 and s > 1. Similarly, (by eliminat-
ing the first two arguments of F) one can also prove the absence of infinite chains
from the cycle {(14), (15)}. Hence, termination of the TRS consisting of the rules (10)
and (11) is proved and (as RPO is a quasi-simplification ordering), it is DP quasi-simply
terminating.
In this paper, we impose a minor restriction on the argument filterings used, viz.
for all cycles P we restrict ourselves to argument filterings piP such that for all rules
s → t in piP(R ∪ P) both Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) and s /∈ V. This restriction ensures that
the rules piP(R∪P) from Criterion 3.8 indeed form a TRS. According to Lemma 2.4, if
there is a quasi-simplification ordering satisfying the constraints in Criterion 3.7 (i.e. in
Definition 4.1) and if these constraints include at least one strict inequality with variables
in its right-hand side, then Var(pi(r)) ⊆ Var(pi(l)) is always satisfied for all l→ r inR∪P.
In other words, the restriction is not very severe.
†Note that the notion of DP quasi-simple termination and therefore also our modularity results depend
on the estimation of the dependency graph. Thus, for other approximation techniques one would have
to investigate the resulting modularity properties separately.
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In fact, in the proof of modularity of DP quasi-simple termination it is sufficient to know
that for every cycle of a DP quasi-simply terminating TRS there is at least one argument
filtering satisfying the minor restriction and a suitable QSO that prove termination.
However, it is an open problem whether for every DP quasi-simply terminating TRS
such an argument filtering and a suitable QSO always exist. Nevertheless, even if there
were a counterexample, then the QSO satisfying the constraints must fulfill s % C[y] % y
for some term s with y /∈ Var(s) or x % t for a term t 6= x. Clearly, this is impossible for
path orderings like LPO or RPO. Hence, whenever the constraints of Definition 4.1 are
satisfied by such a path ordering, then the restriction on the argument filterings is fulfilled
anyway. A constraint of the form s % y with y /∈ Var(s) cannot be satisfied by polynomial
orderings either unless terms are only mapped to finitely many different numbers. Thus,
the question whether DP quasi-simple termination would also be modular without the
above restriction is not so important for practical termination proofs.
A straightforward way to generate a QSO  from a simplification ordering  is to
define t  u if and only if t  u or t = u, where = is syntactic equality. In the following,
we denote the reflexive closure of a relation by underlining, i.e.  denotes the reflexive
closure of . By restricting ourselves to this class of QSOs, we obtain the notion of DP
simple termination.
Definition 4.2. (DP Simple Termination) A TRS R over a signature F is called
DP simply terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the estimated dependency graph
there is an argument filtering piP for F ] and a simplification ordering P such that
(a) piP(R∪ P) ⊆P and
(b) piP(P)∩ P 6= ∅.
Note that whenever there exist argument filterings and simplification orderings sat-
isfying the constraints (a) and (b) of Definition 4.2, then the minor restriction on the
argument filterings is satisfied according to Lemma 2.1. Due to that lemma, there is the
following alternative characterization for DP simple termination (which uses Criterion 3.8
instead of Criterion 3.7).
Corollary 4.3. (Alternative Characterization of DPSimpleTermination)
A TRS R over a signature F is DP simply terminating if and only if for each cycle P
in the estimated dependency graph there is an argument filtering piP for F ] such that
piP(R∪ P) is a simply terminating TRS.
For instance, both the TRS from Section 3 and R1 = {(10), (11)} from Section 4.1
are already DP simply terminating, because for their termination proofs we may use
quasi-simplification orderings in which only syntactically identical terms are considered
to be equivalent. Moreover, it also turns out that most of the examples in Arts and Giesl
(2001) are not only DP quasi-simply terminating but even DP simply terminating. The
following lemma illustrates the connections between the different notions.
Lemma 4.4. (Characterizing DP (Quasi-)Simple Termination) The following
implications hold: simple termination ⇒ DP simple termination ⇒ DP quasi-simple
termination ⇒ termination.
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Proof. The second implication holds as  is closed under substitutions and therefore
(,) is a reduction pair. The last implication follows from Criterion 3.7.
It remains to show the first implication. Let R be a simply terminating TRS over the
signature F . If R is simply terminating, then there exists a simplification ordering 
such that l  r holds for all rules l→ r of R.
Let Ω be the function which replaces every tuple symbol f ] in a term s ∈ T (F ],V) by
its corresponding function symbol f ∈ F . Then  can be extended to a simplification
ordering ′ on T (F ],V) by defining t ′ u if and only if Ω(t)  Ω(u) holds. We claim
that the simplification ordering ′ satisfies the constraints (a) and (b) of Definition 4.2
without applying an argument filtering.
Obviously, l ′ r holds for all rules l → r of R. Moreover, for every dependency
pair s→ t we have s ′ t. The reason is that each dependency pair f ](s1, . . . , sn) →
g](t1, . . . , tm) originates from a rule f(s1, . . . , sn)→ C[g(t1, . . . , tm)] inR. Thus, f(. . .) 
C[g(. . .)] implies f(. . .)  g(. . .) by the subterm property which in turn implies f ](. . .) ′
g](. . .). Hence, ′ satisfies both constraints (a) and (b) of Definition 4.2. 2
The following examples show that none of the converse implications of Lemma 4.4
holds.
Example 4.5. The system {f(f(x))→ f(c(f(x)))} is DP simply terminating as the only
dependency pair on a cycle is F(f(x))→ F(x). Hence, the resulting constraints are satisfied
by RPO if one uses the argument filtering that maps c(x) to its argument. However, this
TRS is not simply terminating. The TRS
f(f(x))→ f(c(f(x))) g(c(x))→ x g(c(0))→ g(d(1))
f(f(x))→ f(d(f(x))) g(d(x))→ x g(c(1))→ g(d(0))
is DP quasi-simply terminating as can be proved in a similar way using the argument
filtering which maps c and d to their arguments, and RPO where 0 and 1 are equal in
the precedence. However, it is not DP simply terminating, because due to the first four
rules, the argument filtering must reduce c(x) and d(x) to their arguments. But then
g(0)  g(1) and g(1)  g(0) lead to a contradiction.
Finally, the system {f(0, 1, x) → f(x, x, x)} is terminating but not DP quasi-simply
terminating. The reason is that {F(0, 1, x) → F(x, x, x)} is a cycle in the estimated
dependency graph, but there is no argument filtering pi and no reduction pair (%,)
with a QSO % that satisfies pi(F(0, 1, x))  pi(F(x, x, x)).
One might remark that the definition of argument filtering could be modified by not
only eliminating arguments but by also identifying different function symbols. This would
change the notion of DP simple termination, but DP simple termination and DP quasi-
simple termination would still not coincide. To see this, one can replace the last two rules
in the second system of Example 4.5.
f(f(x))→ f(c(f(x))) g(c(x))→ x g(c(h(0)))→ g(d(1))
f(f(x))→ f(d(f(x))) g(d(x))→ x g(c(1)) → g(d(h(0)))
g(h(x))→ g(x).
The system is still DP quasi-simply terminating as can be shown by a polynomial ordering
with |h(t)| = |t| + 1, |0| = 0, |1| = 1, |f(t)| = |t| + 1, where all other function symbols
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are mapped to the identity. However, even with the new definition of argument filtering,
the system is still not DP simply terminating. The reason is that, again, the argument
filtering pi must map c and d to their arguments. Then the third and fourth g-rule imply
pi(g(h(0))) = pi(g(1)). Since pi(g) 6= [ ] due to the first g-rule, this implies pi(h(0)) = pi(1).
Due to the dependency pair G(h(x)) → G(x), pi may neither map h to its argument nor
to any constant like 1. Hence, even with this alternative definition of argument filtering,
these constraints are not satisfiable.
4.3. combining disjoint systems
In this section we show that DP quasi-simple termination is modular for disjoint TRSs.
For the proof, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. (Transforming Reduction Sequences) Let R1 and R2 be two TRSs
over disjoint signatures F1 and F2, respectively. Furthermore, let R = R1 ∪R2 be their
union. If u, v are terms over the signature F1 such that u→R1 v and vσ →∗R uσ hold for
a ground substitution σ : Var(u)→ T (F1 ∪ F2), then there is also a ground substitution
τ : Var(u)→ T (F1) such that uτ →R1 vτ →∗R1∪Emb(F1) uτ .
Proof. Clearly, all terms in the cyclic derivation
D : uσ →R1 vσ →∗R uσ
have the same rank. Since the root symbol of u is in F1, the root symbol of every term in
the reduction sequence D is also in F1 (reduction steps which are destructive at level 1
would decrease the rank).
Suppose first that every function symbol in F1 has arity ≤1. Then every reduction
step in D which is destructive at level 2 strictly decreases the rank. Consequently, there
is no reduction step of this kind in D. Hence
top1(uσ)→R1 top1(vσ)→∗R1 top1(uσ)
is an R1-reduction sequence of ground terms over F1 ∪ {}. Let Var(u) = {x1, . . . , xn}
and recall Var(v) ⊆ Var(u). In this case, we define the substitution τ by τ = {xi 7→
top1(xiσ)′ | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where top1(t)′ results from top1(t) by replacing all holes  by
an arbitrary constant from F1 (note that we restricted ourselves to signatures containing
at least one constant). Then
uτ = top1(uσ)
′ →R1 top1(vσ)′ = vτ →∗R1 top1(uσ)′ = uτ
is the reduction sequence we are looking for.
Suppose otherwise that there is a function symbol f in F1 with arity m > 1. Let
Cons be a binary function symbol which neither occurs in F1 nor in F2 and let CE =
{Cons(x1, x2)→ x1,Cons(x1, x2)→ x2}. By Gramlich (1994, Lemma 3.8) or Ohlebusch
(1994b, Theorem 3.13), the reduction sequenceD can be transformed by a transformation
function† Φ into a reduction sequence
Φ(uσ)→R1 Φ(vσ)→∗R1∪CE Φ(uσ)
of terms over F1 ∪ {Cons}. The transformation function Φ satisfies Φ(t) = C[Φ(t1), . . . ,
†More precisely, Φ is the transformation Φuσ1 defined in Ohlebusch (1994b, Definition 3.10).
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Φ(tn)] for every term t with root(t) ∈ F1 and t = C[[t1, . . . , tn]] (cf. Ohlebusch, 1994b).
In this case, we first define σ′ = {xi 7→ Φ(xiσ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and obtain
uσ′ = Φ(uσ)→R1 Φ(vσ) = vσ′ →∗R1∪CE Φ(uσ) = uσ′.
Let uσ′ = u0, u1, . . . , uk = uσ′ be the sequence of terms occurring in the above reduc-
tion sequence. Now in each term ui replace every Cons(t1, t2) with f(t1, t2, z, . . . , z),
where z is a variable or a constant from F1, and denote the resulting term by Ψ(ui). The
definition τ = {xi 7→ Ψ(xiσ′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} yields the desired reduction sequence
uτ = Ψ(uσ′) = Ψ(u0)→R1 Ψ(u1) = Ψ(vσ′) = vτ →∗R1∪Emb(F1) Ψ(uk) = uτ
in which Ψ(ui) →R1∪Emb(F1) Ψ(ui+1) by the rule f(x1, . . . , xm) → xj , j ∈ {1, 2}, if
ui →R1∪CE ui+1 by the rule Cons(x1, x2)→ xj . 2
Now we are in a position to prove our modularity theorem for DP quasi-simple termi-
nation.
Theorem 4.7. (Modularity of DP Quasi-simple Termination) Let R1 and R2
be two TRSs over disjoint signatures F1 and F2, respectively. Then their union R =
R1 ∪ R2 is DP quasi-simply terminating if and only if both R1 and R2 are DP quasi-
simply terminating.
Proof. The only-if direction is trivial. For the if direction, let P be a cycle in the
estimated dependency graph of R. Since R1 and R2 are disjoint, P is a cycle in the
estimated dependency graph of R1 or of R2. Without loss of generality, let P be a cycle
in the estimated dependency graph of R1.
AsR1 is DP quasi-simply terminating, there is an argument filtering pi for F ]1 such that
the constraints (a) and (b) of Definition 4.1 are satisfied for R1, P, and some reduction
pair (%,), where % is a QSO. Now let
S1 = pi(R1 ∪ P) ∪ Emb(F ]1pi)
S2 =R2 ∪ Emb(F2).
Due to our minor restriction on the argument filterings, S1 is a TRS over the signature
F ]1pi. Hence R′ = S1 ∪ S2 is a TRS over F ]1pi ∪ F2. It is clear that →∗R′ is a QSO.†
Note however, that the strict part of →∗R′ is not necessarily closed under substitutions.
Instead we prove that the reduction pair consisting of →∗R′ and its stable-strict relation
satisfies the constraints of Definition 4.1, if pi is extended to F ]1 ∪F2 by not filtering any
arguments for function symbols from F2. As the cycle P was chosen arbitrarily, to prove
DP quasi-simple termination of R, we only have to show
(a) pi(R∪ P) ⊆→∗R′ and
(b) there exists a dependency pair s→ t from P such that pi(t)σ 6→∗R′ pi(s)σ holds for
all ground substitutions σ.
Condition (a) is obviously satisfied, since for all l → r ∈ R2 we have pi(l) = l and
pi(r) = r and for all l → r in R1 ∪ P either pi(l) = pi(r) or pi(l) → pi(r) is a rule of S1.
†If R is a TRS over the signature F then →∗R∪Emb(F) is the smallest QSO containing →R (that is, if
% is a QSO with →R⊆%, then →∗R∪Emb(F)⊆%).
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Hence, we only have to show conjecture (b). Since % is the QSO used for the DP quasi-
simple termination proof ofR1, we have→∗S1⊆%. Let s→ t be a dependency pair from P
such that pi(s)  pi(t). Suppose that there exists a ground substitution σ : Var(pi(s))→
T (F ]1pi ∪ F2) such that pi(t)σ →∗R′ pi(s)σ. By Lemma 4.6, this implies the existence
of a ground substitution τ : Var(pi(s)) → T (F ]1pi) such that pi(t)τ →∗S1 pi(s)τ , since
Emb(F ]1pi) ⊆ S1. (Here, F ]1pi corresponds to F1 in Lemma 4.6, pi(s) and pi(t) correspond
to u and v, respectively, and S1 and S2 correspond to R1 and R2 in Lemma 4.6.) This
would imply pi(t)τ % pi(s)τ . Since  is closed under substitutions, we therefore would
have pi(s)τ  pi(t)τ % pi(s)τ  · · · which contradicts the well-foundedness of . Thus,
pi(t)σ 6→∗R′ pi(s)σ holds for all ground substitutions σ. This proves conjecture (b). Finally,
note that, since pi(R∪P) is a TRS, the minor restriction on the argument filterings holds
for this pi. 2
Thus, if R1 is the TRS consisting of the rules (10) and (11) and R2 contains the
rules (12) and (13), then this theorem allows us to conclude termination of their combi-
nation because both systems are DP quasi-simply terminating. This example cannot be
handled by any of the previous modularity results. Note also that in this example, modu-
larity of termination is far from being trivial because if R1’s rule f(0, 1, x)→ f(s(x), x, x)
would be just slightly changed to f(0, 1, x) → f(x, x, x), then R1 would still be ter-
minating, but the union with R2 would not terminate any more, cf. Toyama (1987).
It is interesting to note that Theorem 4.7 provides an elegant proof of the fact that
f(0, 1, x)→ f(x, x, x) is not DP quasi-simply terminating because R2 is DP quasi-simply
terminating but its union with f(0, 1, x)→ f(x, x, x) is non-terminating.
From the proof it is clear that the modularity result of Theorem 4.7 also holds if in the
definition of DP quasi-simple termination we fix the ordering P to be the stable-strict
relation corresponding to the QSO %P . In other words, the termination proof of R1∪R2
also succeeds with reduction pairs consisting of a QSO and its associated stable-strict
relation.
One should remark that a further extension of the modularity result in Theorem 4.7
beyond the class of DP quasi-simply terminating systems is not straightforward. For
example, if one would define DP quasi-simple termination by using the real dependency
graph instead of the estimated graph, then this notion of termination would no longer
be modular for disjoint systems. The previous system would serve as a counterexample,
since in the real dependency graph of f(0, 1, x) → f(x, x, x) there is no cycle. Hence, it
would depend on the rules of R2 whether dependency pairs of R1 form a cycle. The
same problem occurs with the recent technique of Middeldorp (2001) where dependency
graphs are approximated using tree automata techniques.
DP quasi-simply terminating systems occur frequently in practice. Consider the fol-
lowing two TRSs where nil denotes the empty list and x : l represents the insertion of a
number x into a list l. Here sum(l) computes a singleton list containing the sum of all
elements in the list l.
R1: x− 0 → x R2: app(nil, k) → k
s(x)− s(y) → x− y app(l, nil) → l
quot(0, s(y)) → 0 app(x : l, k) → x : app(l, k)
quot(s(x), s(y)) → s(quot(x− y, s(y))) sum(x : nil) → x : nil
sum(x : (y : l)) → sum((x+ y) : l)
sum(app(l, x : (y : k))) → sum(app(l, sum(x : (y : k)))).
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Both TRSs above are not simply terminating, but they are both DP quasi-simply ter-
minating (cf. Arts and Giesl, 2000). Hence, Theorem 4.7 now also allows us to conclude
DP quasi-simple termination of their union.
4.4. combining constructor-sharing and composable systems
It may be a bit surprising that Theorem 4.7 cannot be directly extended to constructor-
sharing TRSs; even if we disallow the use of argument filterings. In other words, there
are constructor-sharing TRSs R1 and R2 which are both DP quasi-simply terminating,
but their union R = R1 ∪R2 is not DP quasi-simply terminating.
Example 4.8. Consider the following TRSs:
R1 : f(c(x)) → f(x) R2 : g(d(x)) → g(x)
f(b(x)) → x g(c(x)) → c(g(b(c(x))))
R1 and R2 are DP quasi-simply terminating. (R1 is even simply terminating and R2 is
already DP simply terminating as can be shown using the argument filtering pi(b) = [ ]
and RPO. Alternatively, DP quasi-simple termination of R2 can even be shown without
any argument filtering by using a polynomial ordering which maps c, b, g, and G to
the identity and which maps d(x) to x + 1.) However, the union of R1 and R2 is not
DP quasi-simply terminating. As F(c(x)) → F(x) represents a cycle in the estimated
dependency graph one would have to find a QSO satisfying
f(c(x)) % f(x) (16)
f(b(x)) % x (17)
g(d(x)) % g(x) (18)
g(c(x)) % c(g(b(c(x)))) (19)
F(c(x)  F(x). (20)
Without argument filtering, no QSO satisfies (16)–(20), since otherwise we would have
F(c(g(c(x))))  F(g(c(x))) due to (20)
% F(c(g(b(c(x))))) due to (19)
% F(c(g(c(x)))) due to the subterm property.
By (20) the argument filtering can only map c to [1], i.e. pi(c(x)) = c(x). If pi(b) = [ ]
then (17) would be transformed into f(b) % x. But as there exists the strict inequal-
ity (20) with a variable in its right-hand side, this results in the contradiction F(c(f(b))) 
F(f(b)) % F(x). Similarly, the argument of g cannot be eliminated either, since g % c(g)
would be a contradiction to (20).
Thus, the only possible argument filtering maps b or g to its argument. But then we
would again obtain F(c(g(c(x))))  ◦ % F(c(g(c(x)))) or F(c(c(x)))  ◦ % F(c(c(x))) as
above. Hence, the TRS indeed is not DP quasi-simply terminating.
Thus, in order to obtain a modularity result for constructor-sharing combinations we
have to exclude TRSs like R2. Note that without applying an argument filtering, DP
simple termination of the TRS R2 cannot be proved (while DP quasi-simple termination
can be shown without using any argument filtering at all). Thus, we will impose two
restrictions: (a) In the remainder of the section we will restrict ourselves to DP simple
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termination instead of DP quasi-simple termination and (b) we have to restrict ourselves
to systems where the argument filtering does not eliminate arguments for shared symbols
like b.
But we need another requirement to ensure modularity. For example, let us remove the
first rule g(d(x)) → g(x) from R2. Now there is no cycle in the estimated dependency
graph of R2 any more and hence we obtain no constraints at all for R2. Thus, DP simple
termination of R2 can now even be proved without using argument filterings, but the
combined system R1 ∪ R2 is still not DP simply terminating. Here, the problem is due
to the fact that TRSs without cycles are DP simply terminating, even if there is no
simplification ordering  such that l  r holds for their rules. To exclude such TRSs we
will demand that the constraint (a) of Definition 4.2 (i.e. pi(l)  pi(r) for all rules) should
also be satisfied even if there does not exist any cycle P. Thus, in the following we also
take the empty cycle P into account.
With this additional requirement, DP simple termination is at least modular for dis-
joint combinations,† whereas without this requirement, Theorem 4.7 would not hold for
DP simple termination instead of DP quasi-simple termination. As a counterexample
consider the TRS R1 with the rule f(s(x))→ f(x) and the TRS R2 with the rules
g(0)→ g(c(0)) g(c(x))→ x g(c(0))→ g(d(1))
g(0)→ g(d(0)) g(d(x))→ x g(c(1))→ g(d(0)).
R1 is even simply terminating. R2 is DP simply terminating, but the reason is just
that there does not exist any cycle in its estimated dependency graph. However, when
combining R1 and R2, their union has a cycle and hence, one now also has to demand
pi(l)  pi(r) for the rules of R2. However, for all argument filterings pi, this is not fulfilled
by any QSO whose equivalence relation is just syntactic equality. So their union is not DP
simply terminating, but of course due to Theorem 4.7 it is DP quasi-simply terminating.
Nonetheless, the following example shows that this restriction is not yet sufficient for
obtaining a modularity result for DP simple termination of constructor-sharing systems.
Example 4.9. Let R1 consist of the rules
g(s(x)) → g(x) g(0) → g(1)
g(s(x)) → x f(0) → g(f(s(0)))
and let R2 consist of the rule h(1) → h(0). To prove DP simple termination of R1 we
have to use an argument filtering mapping f to [ ] and g to 1. This, however, would imply
0  1 which is a contradiction to h(1)  h(0). Thus, the combination of both systems is
not DP simply terminating.
So we also have to ensure that an application of the argument filtering to the resulting
inequalities does not transform left-hand sides which had a non-shared root symbol like
g into terms with a shared root symbol (like the former constructor 0).‡ For that reason
we have to demand the following compatibility requirement for all argument filterings
used, where G must contain all shared function symbols.
†This can be proved similar to Theorem 4.7 using the simplification ordering →+R′ where instead of
condition (b) in this proof one only has to show that pi(s) 6= pi(t) holds for some dependency pair s→ t
from P (this follows immediately from DP simple termination of R1).
‡If the argument filtering is non-collapsing (i.e. pi(f) 6= i for all defined symbols f), then this requirement
is always fulfilled.
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Definition 4.10. (G-Compatibility) Let R be a TRS over the signature F and let G
be a signature. An argument filtering pi for F is G-compatible for R if and only if
(a) pi(f) = [1, . . . , n] for every f ∈ F ∩G, where n is the arity of f (i.e. pi does not filter
arguments for function symbols from G).
(b) For every rule l→ r ∈ R: if root(l) /∈ G, then root(pi(l)) /∈ G.
The restriction of G-compatible argument filterings ensures that symbols from F ∩ G
are not changed and furthermore constructors from F ∩ G are not turned into defined
symbols after application of the argument filtering. In the following, for any TRS R over
the signature F let Cpi be the set of constructors of pi(R), and let Dpi be the set of defined
symbols in pi(R).
Lemma 4.11. (Properties of Applying G-Compatible Argument Filterings)
Let R be a TRS over the signature F = C ∪ D and let pi be an argument filtering for F
that is G-compatible for R. Then the following statements hold:
(i) For every rule l→ r ∈ R: if root(l) ∈ G, then root(pi(l)) = root(l).
(ii) For every rule l→ r ∈ R: if root(pi(l)) ∈ G, then root(pi(l)) = root(l).
(iii) G ∩ Dpi ⊆ G ∩ D.
Proof.
(i) Immediate consequence of Definition 4.10 (a).
(ii) It follows from Definition 4.10 (b) that root(l) ∈ G. Hence (ii) is a consequence of
(i).
(iii) Follows directly from (ii). 2
The following lemma is crucial to our modularity result, because it states that if R1
and R2 are constructor-sharing, then applying an argument filtering pi will also result
in constructor-sharing TRSs pi(R1) and pi(R2) provided that pi is compatible with the
set of all shared symbols. In fact, this result even holds for composable TRSs instead of
constructor-sharing ones.
Lemma 4.12. (G-Compatible Argument Filterings Maintain Composability)
Let R1 and R2 be composable TRSs over the signatures F1 and F2, respectively. If
F1 ∩ F2 ⊆ G and if pi is an argument filtering for F1 ∪ F2 that is G-compatible for
R1 and for R2, then pi(R1) and pi(R2) are also composable.
Proof. We prove the following claims (where (B) and (C) imply that pi(R1) and pi(R2)
are composable):
(A) {l→ r ∈ pi(R1) ∪ pi(R2)|root(l) ∈ D1 ∩ D2} ⊆ pi(R1) ∩ pi(R2)
(B) {l→ r ∈ pi(R1) ∪ pi(R2)|root(l) ∈ D1pi ∩ D2pi} ⊆ pi(R1) ∩ pi(R2)
(C) C1pi ∩ D2pi = D1pi ∩ C2pi = ∅
(A) If l → r ∈ pi(R1) ∪ pi(R2), then we have l = pi(u) and r = pi(v) for some u →
v ∈ R1 ∪ R2. Note that root(pi(u)) ∈ D1 ∩ D2 ⊆ G implies root(pi(u)) = root(u) by
Lemma 4.11 (ii). As root(u) ∈ D1 ∩ D2 and as R1 and R2 are composable, this implies
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u→ v ∈ R1 ∩R2. It follows that pi(u)→ pi(v) ∈ pi(R1) ∩ pi(R2) because pi(u)→ pi(v) ∈
pi(R1) ∪ pi(R2) implies pi(u) 6= pi(v).
(B) If f = root(l) ∈ D1pi ∩ D2pi, then a function symbol f (with possibly different
arity) occurs in F1 ∩ F2 ⊆ G by the definition of argument filterings. But then due to
Definition 4.10 (a), f ∈ F1 ∩ F2 ⊆ G has the same arity as f ∈ D1pi ∩ D2pi. Hence,
f ∈ D1 ∩ D2 follows from Lemma 4.11 (iii). Now the claim is implied by (A).
(C) If there were an f ∈ C1pi∩D2pi, then similar to the argumentation in (B), we would
have f ∈ F1∩F2 ⊆ G by the definition of argument filterings and since pi is G-compatible.
This implies f ∈ F1 ∩ D2 according to Lemma 4.11 (iii). We know C1 ∩ D2 = ∅ because
R1 and R2 are composable. Thus, we have f ∈ D1 ∩ D2. But since there is a rule
l→ r ∈ pi(R2) with root(l) = f , (A) implies l→ r ∈ pi(R1) and thus, root(l) = f ∈ D1pi,
which is a contradiction to f ∈ C1pi. The proof of D1pi ∩ C2pi = ∅ is exactly the same. 2
The restrictions needed for the desired modularity result are captured by the notion
of G-restricted DP simple termination.
Definition 4.13. (G-Restricted DP Simple Termination) A TRS R over a sig-
nature F is called G-restricted DP simply terminating if and only if for each cycle P in
the estimated dependency graph of R (including the empty one) there is an argument
filtering piP for F ] that is G-compatible for R∪ P such that
• piP(R∪ P) is a simply terminating TRS and
• piP(P) 6= ∅ whenever P 6= ∅.
So obviously, G-restricted DP simple termination implies DP simple termination, cf.
Corollary 4.3. The following theorem shows that under this G-restriction, DP simple
termination is modular for constructor-sharing and even for composable TRSs.
Theorem 4.14. (Modularity of G-Restricted DPSimpleTermination) Let R1
and R2 be composable TRSs over the signatures F1 and F2, respectively. If F1∩F2 ⊆ G,
then their combined system R = R1 ∪ R2 is G-restricted DP simply terminating if and
only if both R1 and R2 are G-restricted DP simply terminating.
Proof. The only-if direction is trivial. For the if direction, let P be a cycle in the
estimated dependency graph of R (where P may also be empty). Then P is also a cycle
in the estimated dependency graph of R1 or in the estimated dependency graph of R2
because R1 and R2 are composable. The reason is that dependency pairs of the form
f ](. . .) → g](. . .) where g ∈ F1 ∩ F2 and f /∈ F1 ∩ F2 are not on cycles. Thus, the only
dependency pairs f ](. . .) → g](. . .) on cycles have f, g ∈ Fi\F3−i or f, g ∈ F1 ∩ F2.
Without loss of generality let P be a cycle in the estimated dependency graph of R1.
Let S1 = R1 ∪ P and let S2 = R2. Note that S1 and S2 are composable, since the root
symbols in the new rules P are tuple symbols which therefore do not occur in R2. We
have to show that there is an argument filtering pi for F ]1 ∪ F2 that is G-compatible for
S = S1 ∪ S2 such that pi(S) is simply terminating and such that pi(P) 6= ∅ if P 6= ∅.
Since R1 and R2 are G-restricted DP simply terminating, there are argument filterings
pi1 and pi2 such that pii is G-compatible with Si and such that pii(Si) is simply termi-
nating (for both i ∈ {1, 2}). For i = 2 this is because we also regard the empty cycle
in Definition 4.13. Moreover, pi1(P) 6= ∅ if P 6= ∅. Let pi operate like pi1 on F1 and like
pi2 on F2. (This is well defined, since pi1 and pi2 do not modify function symbols from
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F1 ∩ F2 ⊆ G.) Clearly, pi(P) = pi1(P) and thus, pi(P) 6= ∅ if P 6= ∅. Moreover, obviously
pi is G-compatible for both S1 and S2 and hence, also for S. Then by Lemma 4.12, pi(S1)
and pi(S2) are composable, since S1 and S2 are composable as well. Thus, by Ohlebusch
(1995, Theorem 5.16), the combined system pi(S1) ∪ pi(S2) = pi(S1 ∪ S2) is also simply
terminating. This implies G-restricted DP simple termination of R1 ∪R2. 2
For example, let us extend both TRSs R1 and R2 from the end of Section 4.3 by the
additional rules
0+ y→ y
s(x) + y→ s(x+ y)
and moreover, we also add the rule (x− y)− z → x− (y + z) to R1. Now the resulting
TRSs are composable, since they both contain the same constructors 0 and s and they
also share the defined symbol +, but both TRSs contain the same +-rules. As both
TRSs are {0, s,+}-restricted DP simply terminating, Theorem 4.14 allows us to conclude
{0, s,+}-restricted DP simple termination of the combined system.
There are even TRSs R1∪R2 where DP simple termination of both R1 and R2 can be
proved with a standard technique like LPO, whereas such standard orderings fail if one
wants to prove DP simple termination of their union directly. Hence, for such examples
our result enables automatic termination proofs which were not possible before.
Example 4.15. Let R1 be the TRS
f(c(s(x), y))→ f(c(x, s(y)))
f(f(x))→ f(d(f(x)))
f(x)→ x
and let R2 consist of the rule g(c(x, s(y)))→ g(c(s(x), y)).
R1 is DP simply terminating (using the argument filtering pi(d) = [ ] and LPO com-
paring subterms left-to-right), but it is not simply terminating. R2 is even simply ter-
minating as can be shown with LPO comparing subterms right-to-left. Thus, DP simple
termination of both systems can be verified by LPO.
By Theorem 4.14 their union is also DP simply terminating. However, the constraints
for the cycle {G(c(x, s(y))) → G(c(s(x), y))} are not satisfied by LPO (nor by RPO nor
by any polynomial ordering). Thus, there are indeed TRSs where termination of the
subsystems can be shown with dependency pairs and LPO, but (without our modularity
result) termination of their union cannot be proved with dependency pairs and LPO.
5. Modular Innermost Termination Proofs with Dependency Pairs
Arts and Giesl (2000) showed that the dependency pair approach can be modified in
order to verify innermost termination. Unlike previous methods, this technique can even
prove innermost termination of non-terminating systems automatically. Similar to the
modular approach for termination in Section 3, this technique for innermost termination
proofs can also be used in a modular way. As an example consider the following TRS:
f(x, c(x), c(y))→ f(y, y, f(y, x, y)) g(x, y)→ x
f(s(x), y, z)→ f(x, s(c(y)), c(z)) g(x, y)→ y
f(c(x), x, y)→ c(y).
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By applying the first f-rule to f(x, c(x), c(g(x, c(x)))), we obtain an infinite (cycling)
reduction. However, it is not an innermost reduction, because this term contains a redex
g(. . . ) as a proper subterm. It turns out that the TRS is not terminating, but it is
innermost terminating.
To develop a criterion for innermost termination similar to the termination criterion
of Section 3, the notion of chains has to be restricted. A sequence of dependency pairs
s1 → t1, s2 → t2, . . . is an innermost R-chain if there exists a substitution σ such that all
sjσ are in normal form and tjσ
i∗→R sj+1σ holds for every two consecutive pairs sj → tj
and sj+1 → tj+1 in the sequence. Here, “ i→” denotes innermost reductions.
Of course, every innermost chain is also a chain, but not vice versa. In our example,
we have the following dependency pairs.
F(x, c(x), c(y))→ F(y, y, f(y, x, y)) (21)
F(x, c(x), c(y))→ F(y, x, y) (22)
F(s(x), y, z)→ F(x, s(c(y)), c(z)) (23)
The infinite sequence consisting of the dependency pair (21) is an infinite chain, but no
innermost chain, because F(y1, y1, f(y1, x1, y1))σ can only reduce to F(x2, c(x2), c(y2))σ
for substitutions σ where y1σ is not a normal form. Arts and Giesl (2000) proved that the
absence of infinite innermost chains is a sufficient and necessary criterion for innermost
termination.
Theorem 5.1. (Innermost Termination Criterion) A TRS R is innermost termi-
nating if and only if there exists no infinite innermost R-chain.
Analogous to Section 3, the notion of a graph is defined for innermost chains.
Definition 5.2. (Innermost DependencyGraph) The innermost dependency graph
of a TRS R is the directed graph whose nodes are the dependency pairs and there is an
arc from s→ t to v → w iff s→ t, v → w is an innermost chain.
For the purpose of automation we again need an estimation, since in general it is
undecidable whether two dependency pairs form an innermost chain. To this end, we
again replace subterms in t with defined root symbols by new variables and check whether
this modification of t unifies with v, but in contrast to Section 3 we do not rename multiple
occurrences of the same variable.
Definition 5.3. (Estimated Innermost Dependency Graph) The estimated inn-
ermost dependency graph of a TRS R is the directed graph whose nodes are the depen-
dency pairs and there is an arc from s→ t to v → w iff cap(t) and v are unifiable by a
most general unifier µ such that sµ and vµ are normal forms.
In the estimated innermost dependency graph of our example, there are arcs from (22)
to each dependency pair, from (21) to (23), and from (23) to itself. However, there is no
arc from (21) to itself, because cap(F(y1, y1, f(y1, x1, y1))) = F(y1, y1, z) does not unify
with F(x2, c(x2), c(y2)). Hence, the only cycles are {(22)} and {(23)}. In fact, in this
example the estimated innermost dependency graph coincides with the (real) innermost
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dependency graph. Similar to Theorem 3.3 one can show that it suffices to prove the
absence of infinite innermost chains separately for every cycle.
Theorem 5.4. (Modular InnermostTermination Criterion) A TRS R is inner-
most terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the innermost dependency graph there
is no infinite innermost R-chain of dependency pairs from P.
Proof. The proof is absolutely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.3: if R is not
innermost terminating, then by Theorem 5.1 there exists an infinite innermost chain and
its tail corresponds to a cycle in the innermost dependency graph. 2
To prove innermost termination in a modular way, we again generate a set of inequali-
ties for every cycle P and search for a reduction pair (%P ,P) satisfying them. However,
to ensure tσ %P vσ whenever tσ reduces to vσ, now it is sufficient to require l %P r only
for those rules that are usable in a reduction of tσ (for normal substitutions σ).
Definition 5.5. (Usable Rules) Let R be a TRS. For any symbol f let RulesR(f) =
{l→ r ∈ R | root(l) = f}. For any term we define the usable rules:
• UR(x) = ∅,
• UR(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = RulesR(f) ∪
⋃
l→r∈RulesR(f) UR′(r) ∪
⋃n
j=1 UR′(tj),
where R′ = R \ RulesR(f). Moreover, for any set P of dependency pairs we define
UR(P) =
⋃
s→t∈P UR(t).
So we have UR(F(y, y, f(y, x, y))) = RulesR(f) and UR({(22)}) = UR({(23)}) = ∅, i.e.
there are no usable rules for the cycles. Note that RulesR(f) = ∅ for any constructor f .
Now our theorem for automatic† modular verification of innermost termination can be
proved analogously to Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 5.6. (Modular Innermost Termination Proofs) A TRS R is inner-
most terminating if for each cycle P in the (estimated) innermost dependency graph
there is a reduction pair (%P ,P) such that
(a) UR(P) ∪ P ⊆%P and
(b) P∩ P 6= ∅.
Proof. An infinite innermost chain of dependency pairs from some cycle P gives rise
to an infinite sequence of inequalities in contradiction to the well-foundedness of P
(similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5). The only difference is that now σ is a substitution
with normal forms and therefore the reductions wi,jσ
i∗→R vi,j+1σ, wi,niσ i∗→R sρiσ, and
tρiσ
i∗→R vi+1,1σ only require usable rules from UR(P). 2
In this way, we obtain the following constraints for our example:
F(x, c(x), c(y)) 1 F(y, x, y) F(s(x), y, z) 2 F(x, s(c(y)), c(z)).
†Detailed explanations and additional refinements for the automated checking of the innermost termi-
nation criterion can be found in Arts and Giesl (2000) and Giesl and Arts (2001).
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For 1 we may use LPO comparing subterms right-to-left and for 2 we may use LPO
comparing subterms left-to-right. Hence, innermost termination of this example can easily
be proved automatically. Without our modularity result, the above innermost termination
proof would not be possible, because there exists no simplification ordering satisfying both
inequalities (not even after argument filtering).
Note that unlike Theorem 3.5, the reverse direction of Theorem 5.6 does not hold,
i.e. this criterion is only sufficient, but not necessary for innermost termination. As an
example regard the TRS R with the rules
f(a(x), y)→ g(x, y) (24)
g(x, y)→ h(x, y) (25)
h(0, y)→ f(y, y) (26)
a(0)→ 0. (27)
The only cycle of its innermost dependency graph is {F(a(x), y) → G(x, y),G(x, y) →
H(x, y),H(0, y) → F(y, y)}. In fact this TRS is innermost terminating. However, the
constraints of Theorem 5.6 imply
F(a(0), a(0)) % G(0, a(0)) % H(0, a(0)) % F(a(0), a(0)),
where one of these inequalities must also hold for the strict ordering . Thus, they are
not satisfied by any reduction pair.
Of course, Criteria 3.7 and 3.8 can also be modified into sufficient criteria for innermost
termination proofs as follows.
Criterion 5.7. (Modular Automated Innermost Termination Criterion) A
TRS R over a signature F is innermost terminating if for each cycle P in the (estimated)
innermost dependency graph there is an argument filtering piP for F ] and a reduction
pair (%P ,P) such that
(a) piP(UR(P) ∪ P) ⊆%P and
(b) piP(P)∩ P 6= ∅.
Criterion 5.8. (Innermost TerminationCriterion byTransformation) ATRS
R over a signature F is innermost terminating if for each cycle P in the (estimated)
innermost dependency graph there is an argument filtering piP for F ] such that piP(UR(P)
∪P) is a terminating TRS and such that piP(P) 6= ∅.
6. Modularity Results for Innermost Termination
In Section 6.1 we introduce modularity criteria which can be derived from the results
of the previous section. Section 6.2 compares these criteria with related work.
6.1. modularity criteria
In this section we present two corollaries of our results from Section 5 which are
particularly useful in practice.
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6.1.1. hierarchical combinations
A straightforward corollary of Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 can be obtained for hierarchical
combinations. As an example consider the following TRS. Here, “n : m : x” abbreviates
“n : (m : x)”. The function add(x, y) adds all elements of the list x to the first element of
the list y, i.e. add(n0 : n1 : . . . : nk : nil,m : y) =
(
m+
∑k
i=0 ni
)
: y. The function weight
computes the weighted sum, i.e. weight(n0 : n1 : . . . : nk : nil) = n0 +
∑k
i=1 i · ni.
add(s(n) : x,m : y)→ add(n : x, s(m) : y)
add(0 : x, y)→ add(x, y)
add(nil, y)→ y
weight(n : m : x)→ weight(add(n : m : x, 0 : x))
weight(n : nil)→ n
Let R1 consist of the three add-rules and let R2 be the system consisting of the two
weight-rules. Then these two systems form a hierarchical combination, where add is a
defined symbol of R1 and a constructor of R2.
Note that tuple symbols from dependency pairs of R1 do not occur in left-hand sides
of R2-dependency pairs. Hence, a cycle in the innermost dependency graph either con-
sists of R1-dependency pairs or of R2-dependency pairs only. So in our example, every
cycle either contains just ADD- or just WEIGHT-dependency pairs. Thus, we obtain the
following corollary.†
Corollary 6.1. (InnermostTermination forHierarchicalCombinations) Let
R be the hierarchical combination of R1 and R2.
(a) R is innermost terminating if and only if R1 is innermost terminating and there
exists no infinite innermost R-chain of R2-dependency pairs.
(b) R is innermost terminating if R1 is innermost terminating and if there exists an
argument filtering pi and a reduction pair (%,) such that for all dependency pairs
s→ t of R2
• pi(l) % pi(r) for all rules l→ r in UR(t) and
• pi(s)  pi(t).
Proof. The corollary is a direct consequence of Theorems 5.4 and 5.6, since every cycle
consists of R1- or of R2-dependency pairs only and since for any dependency pair s→ t
of R1 the only rules that can be used to reduce a normal instantiation of t are the rules
from R (i.e. UR(t) ⊆ R1). 2
(Innermost) termination of the add-system (R1) is easily proved (e.g. by LPO with the
precedence add >: and add > s). For the weight-subsystem (R2) we obtain the following
constraints. (Note that WEIGHT(. . .) → ADD(. . .) is no dependency pair of R2, since
†Of course, an obvious refinement of Corollary 6.1 (b) is to regard the different cycles of R2-dependency
pairs in R’s (estimated) innermost dependency graph separately. Moreover, a variant of Corollary 6.1
also holds for CE -termination instead of innermost termination (Urbain, 2001).
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add /∈ D2.)
pi(add(s(n) : x,m : y)) % pi(add(n : x, s(m) : y))
pi(add(0 : x, y)) % pi(add(x, y))
pi(add(nil, y)) % pi(y)
pi(WEIGHT(n : m : x))  pi(WEIGHT(add(n : m : x, 0 : x)))
By choosing the argument filtering pi(add) = pi(:) = [2], the inequalities are also satisfied
by LPO, but now we have to use the precedence : > add.
In this way, innermost termination of this non-simply terminating example can be
proved automatically. Moreover, as the system is non-overlapping, this also proves its
termination. A criterion like Corollary 6.1 can also be formulated for termination instead
of innermost termination, because in the termination case there cannot be a cycle con-
sisting of dependency pairs from both R1 and R2 either. But in contrast to the innermost
termination case, rules of R2 can be used to reduce instantiated right-hand sides of R1-
dependency pairs (as we cannot restrict ourselves to normal substitutions then). Hence,
to prove the absence of infinite R1-chains we have to use a quasi-ordering where the rules
of R2 are also weakly decreasing. Therefore, the constraints for the termination proof
of the add and weight-example (according to Section 3) are not satisfied by any reduc-
tion pair with a quasi-simplification ordering amenable to automation (Arts and Giesl,
2001), whereas the constraints for innermost termination are fulfilled by such an order-
ing. Hence, for non-overlapping systems, it is always advantageous to verify termination
by proving innermost termination only.
6.1.2. splitting into subsystems
The modularity results for innermost termination presented so far were all used in the
context of dependency pairs. However, as already mentioned, the classical approach to
modularity is to split a TRS into subsystems and to prove their (innermost) termination
separately. The following corollary of Theorem 5.4 shows that the consideration of cycles
in the innermost dependency graph can also be used to decompose a TRS into modular
subsystems. (Similarly, the cycles of the estimated innermost dependency graph may be
used as well for this decomposition.)
In the following, let O(P) denote the origin of the dependency pairs in P, i.e. O(P) is
a set of those rules where the dependency pairs of P stem from. If a dependency pair of
P may stem from several rules, then it is sufficient if O(P) just contains one of them. So
for the example of Section 5 we have O({(22)}) = {f(x, c(x), c(y)) → f(y, y, f(y, x, y))}
and O({(23)}) = {f(s(x), y, z)→ f(x, s(c(y)), c(z))}.
Corollary 6.2. (Modularity for Subsystems) Let R be a TRS, let P1, . . . ,Pn be
the cycles in its (estimated) innermost dependency graph, and let Rj be subsystems of R
such that UR(Pj) ∪ O(Pj) ⊆ Rj (for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}). If R1, . . . ,Rn are innermost
terminating, then R is also innermost terminating.
Proof. As Pj is a cycle, every dependency pair from Pj is an Rj-dependency pair. (In
order to see this, let f ](~s)→ g](~t) be an R-dependency pair in Pj . Here, ~s and ~t denote
tuples of terms s1, . . . , sn and t1, . . . , tm, respectively. Clearly, g is a defined symbol of Rj
because there is also a dependency pair g](~v)→ h](~w) in Pj . Hence, since g is a defined
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symbol of Rj , f ](~s) → g](~t) is also an Rj-dependency pair.) Thus, every innermost
R-chain of dependency pairs from Pj is also an innermost Rj-chain. Now the corollary
is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4. 2
For instance, in the example of Section 5 we only have two cycles, viz. {(22)} and
{(23)}. As these dependency pairs have no defined symbols in their right-hand sides,
their sets of usable rules are empty. Hence, to prove innermost termination of the whole
system, by Corollary 6.2 it suffices to prove innermost termination of the two one-rule
subsystems f(x, c(x), c(y))→ f(y, y, f(y, x, y)) and f(s(x), y, z)→ f(x, s(c(y)), c(z)).
In fact, both subsystems are even terminating as can easily be proved automatically.
For the first system one can use a polynomial interpretation mapping f(x, y, z) to x+y+z
and c(x) to 5x+1 (Lankford, 1979). Methods for the automated generation of polynomial
orderings have, for instance, been developed in Steinbach (1994) and Giesl (1995). For
the second system one can use LPO with the precedence f > s and f > c.
Hence, the modularity criterion of Corollary 6.2 allows the use of well-known simpli-
fication orderings for innermost termination proofs of non-terminating systems, because
it guarantees that innermost termination of the two simply terminating subsystems is
sufficient for innermost termination of the original TRS.
A similar splitting is also possible for the example in Section 3. Even better, if we
modify the TRS into a non-overlapping one
f(x, c(y))→ f(x, s(f(y, y)))
f(s(x), s(y))→ f(x, s(c(s(y)))),
then Corollary 6.2 allows us to conclude termination of the whole system from termination
of the two one-rule subsystems. Innermost termination of the original example resp.
termination of the above modified example can be proved by LPO, but for the first rule
one needs the precedence c > s and c > f, whereas for the second rule the precedence
f > s and f > c is required.
Note that the reverse direction of the corollary does not hold. Consider the TRS (24)–
(27) from the end of Section 5 again. The only cycle of its innermost dependency graph
is {F(a(x), y) → G(x, y),G(x, y) → H(x, y),H(0, y) → F(y, y)}. Since this cycle does not
have any usable rules, Corollary 6.2 states that innermost termination of the subsystem
consisting of the first three rules is sufficient for innermost termination of the whole TRS.
However, the converse does not hold, since the whole system is innermost terminating,
whereas the subsystem consisting of the first three rules is not. (The term f(a(0), a(0))
starts an infinite innermost reduction.)
6.2. comparison with related work
Now we show that in the case of finite TRSs, existing modularity results for innermost
termination are obtained as easy consequences of our criteria and that our criteria extend
previously developed results. Section 6.2.1 focuses on composable TRSs and Section 6.2.2
gives a comparison with results on hierarchical combinations.
6.2.1. shared constructors and composable rewrite systems
By the framework of the previous sections we can easily prove that innermost ter-
mination is modular for composable TRSs (Ohlebusch, 1995) and hence also for TRSs
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with disjoint sets of defined symbols and shared constructors (Gramlich, 1995). In fact,
Corollary 6.2 immediately implies† the following result of Ohlebusch (1995).
Theorem 6.3. (Modularity for Composable TRSs) Let R1 and R2 be compos-
able TRSs. If R1 and R2 are innermost terminating, then R1 ∪ R2 is also innermost
terminating.
Proof. Let f ](~s)→ g](~t) be a dependency pair of R1 ∪R2. If f ∈ D1, then there exists
a rule f(~s) → C[g(~t)] in R1. (This rule cannot be from R2 \ R1, because R1 and R2
are composable.) Hence, g ∈ D1, because constructors of R1 are not defined symbols
of R2. Similarly, f ∈ D2 implies g ∈ D2. So any dependency pair of R1 ∪ R2 is an
R1-dependency pair or an R2-dependency pair.
Moreover, there can only be an arc from f ](~s) → g](~t) to a dependency pair of the
form g](~v)→ h](~w). Hence, if f ](~s)→ g](~t) is an Rj-dependency pair, then g ∈ Dj and
therefore, g](~v) → h](~w) is also an Rj-dependency pair (for j ∈ {1, 2}). So every cycle
P in the innermost dependency graph of R1∪R2 either consists of R1-dependency pairs
or of R2-dependency pairs only.
If a cycle P only contains R1-dependency pairs, then R1 is a superset of UR1∪R2(P)∪
O(P), as the defined symbols of R2 \ R1 do not occur as constructors in R1.
Similarly, for a cycle P of R2-dependency pairs, we have UR1∪R2(P)∪O(P) ⊆ R2. Hence
by Corollary 6.2, R1 ∪ R2 is innermost terminating if R1 and R2 are innermost
terminating. 2
Note that our results extend modularity to a much larger class of TRSs, e.g. they
also allow a splitting into non-composable subsystems which share defined symbols as
demonstrated in Section 6.1.2.
6.2.2. proper extensions
Krishna Rao (1995) proved that innermost termination is modular for (generalized)
proper extensions which are certain kinds of hierarchical combinations. In this section
we show that for finite TRSs this is also a direct consequence of our results.
For a TRS R, the dependency relation d is the smallest quasi-ordering satisfying the
condition f d g whenever there is a rewrite rule f(. . .)→ C[g(. . .)] ∈ R with g ∈ D. So
f d g holds if the function f depends on the definition of g.
Let R1 and R2 form a hierarchical combination. Now the defined symbols D2 of R2
are split in two sets D12 and D22, where D12 contains all defined symbols which depend on
defined symbols of R1, i.e. D12 = {f | f ∈ D2, f d g for some g ∈ D1} and D22 = D2 \D12.
R2 is a proper extension of R1 if every rule l→ r ∈ R2 satisfies the following condition:
whenever t is a subterm of r such that root(t) ∈ D12 and root(t)d root(l), then t contains
no function symbol depending on D1 (i.e. from D1 ∪ D12) except at its root.
For instance, in the add and weight-example from Section 6.1.1 we have D1 = {add},
D12 = {weight} (because weight depends on the definition of add), and D22 = ∅. This
example is not a proper extension, because there is a weight-rule in which the D1-symbol
add occurs below the D12-symbol weight. Thus, in a proper extension functions depending
†A direct proof of Theorem 6.3 is not too difficult either, but our alternative proof serves to illustrate
the connections between our criteria and existing modularity results.
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on R1 are never called within a recursive call of R2-functions. As an example for a proper
extension consider the TRSs R1 and R2 from the end of Section 4.3 again, where R2 is
extended by the rule
avg(l)→ quot(hd(sum(l)), length(l)).
Here, avg(l) computes the average of all elements in the list l. We have D12 = {avg},
whereas all other symbols of D2 belong to D22. Since avg does not occur in a right-hand
side, this modified TRS R2 is a proper extension of R1. The modified TRS R2 is still
DP simply terminating (since the avg-rule does not give rise to additional dependency
pairs). In fact, its innermost termination also follows directly from Corollary 6.1(b), since
the original TRS R2 and the avg-rule form a hierarchical combination. Corollaries 6.1
and 6.2 imply the following result of Krishna Rao (1995) which in turn ensures that the
union of R1 and the extended system R2 in our example is innermost terminating.
Theorem 6.4. (Modularity for Proper Extensions) Let R2 be a proper exten-
sion of R1. The TRS R1 ∪ R2 is innermost terminating if R1 and R2 are innermost
terminating.
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 6.1, since R1 and R2 form a hierarchical com-
bination, every cycle in the innermost dependency graph of R1 ∪ R2 consists solely of
R1-dependency pairs or of R2-dependency pairs. If a cycle P consists of dependency
pairs of R1, we have UR1∪R2(P) ∪ O(P) ⊆ R1, because dependency pairs of R1 do not
contain any defined symbols of R2.
Otherwise, the cycle P consists of R2-dependency pairs. If f ](~s) → g](~t) is an R2-
dependency pair in P, then there exists a rule f(~s) → C[g(~t)] in R2 and f , g ∈ D2. In
addition, we have f d g and g d f (as P is a cycle).
If g ∈ D22, then f also belongs to D22, hence no defined symbol of D1 ∪ D12 occurs in ~t.
Otherwise, if g ∈ D12, then by definition of a proper extension again all defined symbols
in ~t are from D22. Thus, in both cases, all defined symbols of UR1∪R2(g](~t)) belong to D22.
Hence, UR1∪R2(g](~t)) is a subsystem of R2.
So for any cycle P of R2-dependency pairs, we have UR1∪R2(P)∪O(P) ⊆ R2. Hence,
by Corollary 6.2 innermost termination of R1 and R2 implies innermost termination of
R1 ∪R2. 2
As another example regard the system R0 consisting of the following three rules.
hd(x : l)→ x
length(nil)→ 0
length(x : l)→ s(length(l)).
The TRS R1 ∪ R2 (including the avg-rule) is a proper extension of R0 and therefore,
Theorem 6.4 also implies innermost termination of R0 ∪R1 ∪R2.
The notions of “composability” and “proper extension” can be combined as follows.
Suppose we are given two TRSs R1 and R2 such that D1 = D′1 unionmulti D′, D2 = D′2 unionmulti D′,
R1 ∩R2 = {l→ r ∈ R | root(l) ∈ D′}, and D′1 ∩ D′2 = C1 ∩ D′2 = ∅.
Now D2 is split into two sets D12 and D22, where D12 = {f | f ∈ D2, f d g for some g ∈
D′1} and D22 = D2 \ D12. R2 is a generalized proper extension (Krishna Rao, 1995) of R1
if every rewrite rule l→ r ∈ R2 satisfies the following condition: whenever t is a subterm
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of r such that root(t) ∈ D12 \D′ and root(t)d root(l), then t contains no function symbol
depending on D′1 (i.e. from D′1 ∪ D12) except at its root.
As an example, we again regard the TRSsR1 andR2 from the end of Section 4.3, where
R2 also contains the rule for avg, R1 also contains the rule (x−y)− z → x− (y+ z), and
both R1 and R2 are augmented by the additional rules 0+y → y and s(x)+y → s(x+y),
cf. Section 4.4.
R1: x− 0 → x 0+ y → y
s(x)− s(y) → x− y s(x) + y → s(x+ y)
quot(0, s(y)) → 0 (x− y)− z → x− (y + z)
quot(s(x), s(y)) → s(quot(x− y, s(y)))
R2: app(nil, k) → k avg(l) → quot(hd(sum(l)), length(l))
app(l, nil) → l 0+ y → y
app(x : l, k) → x : app(l, k) s(x) + y → s(x+ y)
sum(x : nil) → x : nil
sum(x : (y : l)) → sum((x+ y) : l)
sum(app(l, x : (y : k))) → sum(app(l, sum(x : (y : k))))
Now we have D′ = {+}, D′1 = {−, quot}, D′2 = {app, sum, avg}, where D12 = {avg}
and D22 = {+, app, sum}. Thus, R2 is indeed a generalized proper extension of R1 and as
both systems are innermost terminating (and even DP simply terminating), the following
theorem allows us to conclude innermost termination of their union. Moreover, the union
of this system with R0 is again innermost terminating by Theorem 6.4.
Theorem 6.5. (Modularity for Generalized Proper Extensions) Let R2 be a
generalized proper extension of R1. The TRS R1 ∪ R2 is innermost terminating if R1
and R2 are innermost terminating.
Proof. At first, we observe the following fact: if f ](~s) → g](~t) is a dependency pair
with f ∈ D1, then g ∈ D1 because the rewrite rule f(~s) → C[g(~t)] occurs in R1 and
D′2-symbols are not allowed in R1. Moreover, UR1∪R2(g](~t)) ⊆ R1, since all rules for the
defined symbols in ~t are (also) contained in R1. So for any cycle P of R1∪R2 containing
a dependency pair f ](. . .)→ g](. . .) with f ∈ D1, we obtain UR1∪R2(P) ∪ O(P) ⊆ R1.
For all other dependency pairs f ](~s)→ g](~t) on some cycle P we have f ∈ D′2. Hence,
there is a rule f(~s)→ C[g(~t)] in R2. Note that g ∈ D′2 as well, otherwise the dependency
pair f ](. . .) → g](. . .) would not be on a cycle. As in the proof of Theorem 6.4 we have
f d g d f .
If g ∈ D22, then we also have f ∈ D22 and thus, no symbol of D′1 ∪ D12 occurs in ~t.
Similarly, if g ∈ D12 then this implies g ∈ D12 \ D′ (since g ∈ D′2). By the definition of
generalized proper extensions, ~t again contains no symbols of D′1∪D12, i.e. all defined sym-
bols in ~t are from D22. Hence, we obtain UR1∪R2(P)∪O(P) ⊆ R2. Therefore, innermost
termination of R1 and R2 implies innermost termination of R1 ∪R2 by Corollary 6.2. 2
To summarize, we have shown that our results (in particular, Corollary 6.2) directly
imply several modularity results for innermost termination from the literature. On the
other hand, our modularity results significantly extend the class of TRSs where innermost
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termination can be proved in a modular way. In other words, they can handle many
systems where all previously known criteria for modularity of innermost termination fail.
For example, we can deal with combinations which are neither composable nor hier-
archical combinations (nor generalized proper extensions) as shown in Section 6.1.2.
This is not possible with any of the previous modularity results. Moreover, in contrast
to Krishna Rao (1995), our results are also applicable for hierarchical combinations in
which R2 contains defined symbols of R1 in the arguments of its recursive calls, cf. the
add and weight-example. Such systems occur frequently in practice.
Another modularity criterion for hierarchical combinations is due to Dershowitz (1994).
There, occurrences of D1-symbols in recursive calls of D2-symbols are allowed, but only
if R2 is oblivious of the R1-rules, i.e. termination of R2 must not depend on the R1-
rules. However, this criterion is not applicable to systems like the add and weight-
example, because termination of the weight-rules of course depends on the result of
add(n : m : x, 0 : x).
An alternative modularity result for hierarchical combinations was presented by
Ferna´ndez and Jouannaud (1995). However, their result is restricted to systems where
the arguments of recursive calls in R2 decrease w.r.t. the subterm relation (compared as
multisets or lexicographically). Hence, their result is not applicable to the add and weight-
example either (and also not to most other systems where R2 is not simply terminating),
whereas our modularity results are often successful in these examples.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a refinement of the dependency pair approach in order to
perform termination and innermost termination proofs in a modular way. This refinement
allows automated termination and innermost termination proofs for many TRSs for which
such proofs were not possible before. For a collection of such examples see Arts and Giesl
(2001).
Using our modular refinement of the dependency pair framework, we developed sev-
eral new modularity criteria which extend previous results for modularity of innermost
termination. Within this framework, we also obtain easy proofs for existing modularity
theorems.
However, criteria for innermost termination are only applicable for termination proofs
of certain restricted TRSs (e.g. locally confluent overlay systems and in particular, non-
overlapping systems (Gramlich, 1995)). But in practice there are many cases in which
innermost termination is not sufficient for termination.
Thus, to fully exploit the advantages of dependency pairs for these systems as well, we
showed that the well-known modularity result for simple termination of disjoint unions
can be extended to DP quasi-simple termination. Furthermore, G-restricted DP simple
termination is even modular for constructor-sharing and composable systems.
To conclude, Arts and Giesl (2000) presented the dependency pair technique to per-
form automated termination and innermost termination proofs. However, in that paper
dependency pairs were not used in a modular way and thus one had to prove termination
of a TRS at once (i.e. without being able to decompose it into subsystems and to use
several different orderings for its termination proof). In particular, whenever a TRS was
constructed by combining several systems whose termination had been proved before,
then the whole termination proof had to be redone.
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Therefore, the present paper develops the ideas of Arts and Giesl (2000) further in a
significant way. The progress in automated termination proving which was made pos-
sible by the development of dependency pairs now also has a counterpart in the area
of modularity. With dependency pairs one can obtain automated termination proofs of
non-simply terminating TRSs and with the results of the present paper one can perform
them in a modular way. In fact, it is this modularity which makes an application of
dependency pairs to large and realistic systems possible (see Giesl and Arts, 2001, for
an industrial case study). Compared to previous work on modularity, the modularity
criteria developed in this paper represent a substantial extension.
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